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FOREWORD

This report covers a program performed by Nortronics, A Division of

Northrop Corporation, 500 E. Orangethorpe Avenue, Anaheim, California, tnder

Air Force Contract No. F08635-68-C-0003, "Retarded Exercise Munition System,"

Air Force Armament Laboratory, Eglin Air Force Base, Florida 32542. The Air

Force Project Officers were Mr. L. G. NelsOn (ATCC) and Lt. D. E. ILetzgar (ATCC).

i

The contract period was from 1 August 1967 to 31 July 1968. The chief

contributors to this program were A. A. Hodgson, program director, H. B.

Stornfeltz, project manager, S. Maruko, project engineer, J. A. Kallas arid

W. F. Clemens. The contractor's report number NORT 68Y211.

Publication of this report does not constitute Air Force approval of
the report's findings or conclusions. It is published only for the exchange

and stimulation of ideas.

JO H1~EHICKS, Colonel, USAF
-Ghef, Bio-Chemical Division
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ABSTRACT

This program was to design, develop and test an operational dowiward ejected

airstrike munition and marking material. These munitions are norhazardous

substitutes for munitions used in combat to be employed in joint field train-

i.ig exercises to produce air strike :realism and provide tangible evidence of

.tie air strike effects for evaluation. The munition designed, developed and

tested was a munition configuration based on a barrel stave type canister
employing a simple retardation device to actuate munition separation and to
decelerate a rigid component to a nonhazardous impact velocity. The inherent
design features of the retarded exercise munition provides sufficient flexi-
bility to utilize a variety of marking submunition configurations. It was
concluded that the retarded exercise munition is simple, economical and
requires further development to be an operationally feasible nonhazardous
exercise munition which provides realism and improved scoring accuracy.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

It is generally known thaL neither pilots nor groind troops are effectively
'iotivated by air strikes in joint field exercises since the desired realism
is not achieved. At present, strike aircraft make passes over troop targets
without delivering any munitions. Damage estimates are made without tangible
evidence and troops are removed from the exercise as air strike casualties
based on the subjective evaluations of the umpire. The objective of this
program described herein was to design, develop and test a downward elected
retarded exercise munition and marking material which would increase realism
and provide an effective means to evaluate air strikes in joint field train-
ing exercise involving Army and Air Force personnel. The retarded exercise
munition performance requirements and design parameters were primarily based
on the study and recommendations made in technical report AFATL-TR-67-77,
'Tactical ,xercise Munitions." To systematically develop the exercise
-minition, the following basic requirements and parameters must be met:

(1) Nonhazardous and nondestructive to ground personnel and property.

(2) Deliverable from high performance tactical fighters using inventory
dispensers.

(3) Provide a clear indication of the effects of air strikes visible to
both umpires and troops to increase exercise realism and scoring
accuracy.

(4) Produce effects (nonpermanent target marks) which are representative

of combat air strikes.

The initial munition concept was based on a parachute retarded exercise mu-
nition system which disseminates marking material after deployment of the
parachute. However, a study of a variety of munition concepts and th design
evaluation of the more promising concepts including the parachute retarded
munition established the barrel stave canisLer muoition to be the best concept

for further development.

The marker investigation was divided into two tasks - (1) the development of

a washable marking fluid and optimizing its hue and (2) the analysis, fabrication,

testing and selection of a marker (submunition) configuration to produce the
desired disoersion and suitable mark size

A water soluble marker dye formulation was established and its hue was optimized
between two " a'-Glo" fluorescent pigments - fire orange and saturn yellow. A

modified flechette configuration was selected for the marker. The design of the I
retarded exercise munition was based on the barrel stave canister filled with
the flechette type markers. This :inunition system was designed, developed, fab-
ricated, and tested. Refinements were made based on the value engineering and

development test program resulting with a series of changes until the final

configuration was resolved.

?I
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SECTION II

PROJECT METHODOLOGY

The project methodology consisted of two sequential phases. Phase I included
a progra' study for the exercise munition systems for the SVU-13/A dis-
penser, reasibility tests of munition concepts, ad selection of a munition
concept for further devclopment. Phase II involved the design, fabricat ion,
development and testing of the selected munition concept.

The three primary study tasks in Phase I were:

(1) Marker investigation

(2) Munition concept and design analysis

(3) Preliminary design of an exercise munition for the TFDM dispenser,

The marker investigation was divided into development of a suitable marking
material and evaluation of a number of marker configurations and the selection
of a marking system for the exercise munition. The munition concept and de-
sign analysis required a detailed engineering study of a variety of munition
concepts before selection of the miost promising concept wus made. The engi-
neering study included:

(i) An aerodynamic analysis of the munition concept for safe separation
of the ejected munition, munition ballistics after ejection until
munition opening, and terminal effects of munition parts and
submunit ions

(2) A stress analysis of each munition concept to establish structural
integrity of the munition under ejection, aerodynamic and hydro-
static forces induced upon the munition

(3) Safety analysis for functional reliability.

The retarded exercise munition concept selected for further development was
the barrel stave munition concept and flechettE type marker configuration.
Preliminary design of the exercise munition for the TFDM was performed based
on the information accumulated in the design evaluation of the exercise muni-
tion system for the S1U1-13/A dispenser.

The objective of Phase II was to design and fabricate sufficient munitions
for preliminary testing and development of the selected munition concept
culminated by the actual aircraft ejection tests of the munitions. The
engineering and design efforts involved:

(I) Stress analysis of the ru:inition structure

(2) Design evaluation to simplify the r.,unition design and fabrication
costs

2



(3) Drawing preparation and fabrication of parts

(4) Development testing of the munition components and the complete

munition assembly.

The test program was designed to resolve functional options and demonstrate

the ability of the retarded exercise munition system to fulfill operational
and safety requirements. The tests involved:

(L) Preliminary tests of the markers to evaluate marker structure,

marker dye and mark size

(2) Static ejection tests of complete munitions to determine opera-

tional sequence of the munition

(3) Actual aircraft ejection tests.

Prior to the aircraft ejection tests, aerodynamic analysis was performed to

establish munition dynamics, safe separati'n of the ejected munitions, and
marker trajectory. Design modifications were made to the munition on the

basis of the test results. A value engineering program was instituted near
the beginning of Pbase II and was maintained for the balance of the program.
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SECTION III

MARKER STUDY

The marker study was peaformed to establish a marker configuration and marking

material to satisfy the requirements specified for the Retarded Exercise

Munition program. These requirements are:

(1) Be nonhazardous and nontoxic.

(2) Mark should be visible to both troops and umpires at a distance
of 200 feet.

(3) Single minimum mark size should be 0.5 inch to I inch in diameter.

(4) Marking material hue should be visible under adverse lighting

conditions against a tan or olive green background.

(5) Trajectory should be predictable.

MARKER INVESTIGATION

Marker investigation during Phase I consisted of three tasks which were:

(1) Optimize the fonmulation and hue of the marking material

(2) Evaluate a variety of marker configurations

(3) Select the marker configuration for Phase II development and

finalize marking material formulation.

A detailed discussion is presented in appendix I.

Marking Material

The marking material formulation was finalized after performing a thorough
investigation of suitable pigments and dyes and human engine ring studies

to optimize the hue of the marking material. Of the numerous pigments and
dyes the most promising was a daylight fluorescent pigment. This ty:e of

pigment is suitable for use in systems based on aqueous, aliphatic and most

aromatic hydrocarbons. A water soluble resin was used to suspend the fluo-

rescent pigment. The hue was optimized by performing human engineering

studies tising five colors of the visible spectrum ranging from 545 to 610

millimicrons against white, beige, and olive green backgrounds. The pre-

ferred colors were fire orange and yellow. Of the two colors observers

showed a preference tor yellow.

The formulation of the mixture was finalized and a sample was submitted for
toxicological and dermatological testing.

-4



Marker Configuration

The flechette marker was selected after design, aerodynamic analysis, fabri-
cation, and tests were performed on a variety of marker configurations. The
markers were divided into two categories, wet and dry, to distinguish the
marking material. The wet types included basic shapes, encapsulated porous
material, modified flechettes, vaned cylinders, and maple seed carriers. The
dry carriers include open-cell foam plastic impregnated with dry pigments,

encapsulated powders, and pelletized powder pigments.

Drop tests of each marker configuration were performed from a 120-foot drop
tower. Test results revealed that dry marker had poor marking ability and
poor dispersion. The performance of the wet markers was dependent upon

cotifiguration.

The marker configuxation selection for Phase II development was made by a
comparative evaluation of the merits of each configuration r 'tive to all

of the marker types investigated. As a result, the flechette .arkar was
selected for further development.

MARKER DLVELOPMENT

The marker development during Phase II was directed towards designing a
flechette marker that satisfies all marking and nonhazardous requirements
specified, is economical to fabricate in the small quantities required for

this program, and also is readily adaptable for mass production.

A cost survey of marufactur-ing te!chniques such as injection molding, blow
moldin and vacuum forming, and Le related cost made it apparent that the
tool..g cost alone was prohibitive for fabrication of small quantities of the
flechette markers. As an alternative, the flechette marker was designed to
utilize a heat shiinkable plastic tube, heat-shrunk to the desired shape over
a mandrel. The tooling cost was negligible and the heat shrinkable plastic
tubing was readily available. To simplify fabrication of the flechette body

a tail conc was incorporated in place of the fins. Flechette stability with
the cone was about Lhe same as with fins.

An investigation of gelatin capsules, high temperature wax and film plastic
materials and forming and sealing techniques to encapsulate the marking
material indicated that a frangible material p" duces the best results.

Marking material encapsulated in film plastic produced negligible mark size
because of the film plastic stretching and yielding on impact rather than
rupturing. The best mark size was produced by marking material encapsulated
in high temperature wax which shattered readily at impact. However, a care-
fully controlled process is required to form the wax nose capsule. The design
and development of tooling for fabrication of wax capsules was considered to
be impractical for small quantities. The tests with the wax nose caps
established the following requirements for a frangible nose cap:

(i) It must withstand aerodynamic forces at 550 knots.

(2) It must shatter on impact.
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(3) It must be economical, easy to fabricate, or readily available.

Preliminary tests with gelatin capsules produced mark sizes that were 1 1/2
to 2 1/2 inches in diameter. The capsule is rigid and brittle, easy to handle,
readily available, and economical both in small and large quantities. A
negative aspect of the gelatin capsule was the fact that it became soft and
jelly-like within fcur to five days after filling with the marking material.
To expedite munition and marker development, the gelatin capsule was utilized
to prove flechette marker design feasibility. At the same time a search
for a suitable replacement was initiated. The final flechette marker con-
figuration is based on incorporating a brittle epoxy base plastic capsule
similar in size and shape as the gelatin capsule.

A survey of manufacturers of small plastic bottles, ampules and capsules
revealed that plastic capsules can be molded to any desired size and shape.
However, the permeability of most plastic material would enable an aqueous
marking material to dissipate over a 5-year storage period. Plastic mate-
rial, such as PVC has good fluid retention qualities but is so tough that it
will not shatter on impact. None of the manufacturers had any experience with
frangible epoxy base plastic material.

Pilot quantities of capsules were formed using epoxy base material. These
capsules exhibited the desirable quality of having structural rigidity and
fragility to shatter on impact. Sufficient data was not accumulated at
the end of the program to project any cost estimates for manufacturing epoxy
capsules.

It was noted during the aircraft ejection tests of the retarded exercise
munition that a cloud consisting of markers, marker dye, and small foam
plastic balls would spray forth at munition opening. Examination of the
markers recovered near the release point indicated that the nose of the
capsules were breaking off at munition opening. To avoid capsule brcakage
due to the impinging aerodynamic force, the capsules should be designed with
the wall thickness tapering from maximum thickness at the nose to minimum
thickness at the base as shown in figure 1. The stress raiser should be
incorporated to assure frangibility of the capsule at impact.

6
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SECTION IV

MUNITION DESIGN

The primary equirement in the design and development of the Retarded Exer-
cise Munition System was to ensure its entire function to be nonhazardous,
100 percent fail safe, and to present no risk of injury to ground personnel

or damage to ground equipment or the delivery aircraft.

CONCEPT EVALUATION AND SELECTION

In addition to the parachute retarded exercise munition concept, munitions

concepts incorporating several types of retardation devices were investigated.
The three prime candidates of this investigation for further design and
development were:

(I) The parachute retarded concept

(2) The autorotating vane concept

(3) The barrel stave concept.

Design evaluation of the three candidate concepts resulted with the barrel
stave canister being recommended for further development.

PHASE I DESIGN ANALYSIS

The design of Retarded Exercise Munition System evolved from the basic bar-

rel stave concept model to the final feasibility munition configuration

through a series of changes based on stress analysis, design analysis, value
engineering and test results. The initial concept (figure 2) was designed

to contain markers in a solution of marking material. The sequence of opera-
tion after munition ejection consisted of the deployment of the drag device
which extracted the top plate from the container to initiate munition open-

ing and marker dispersion.

Stress Analysis

A stress analysis of the induced loads oi the barrel stave canister (refer

to appendix III) and its effects on the load bearing members revealed:

(1) Excessively high loads were induced on the staves at peak
ejection pressure.

(2) Extremely high stresses were induced by the hydrostatic pres-
sure, if the markers were Luspended in a fluid.

(3) Aerodynamic loads on the munition structure were not as serious

as the hydrostatic effects.

The munition design was modified to incorporate an interconnected compressive
column through the center of the canister to absorb the compressive loads at

ejection. Thin plastic disks were embodied as integral members of the

8
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interconnected compressive column to reduce the cumulative effect of the

hydrostatic pressure. The disks also provide internal support to the staves

to absorb the aerodynamic forces impinging on the canister.

The problem concerning the hydrostatic pressure was eliminated by incorpo-

rating flechette markers which encapsulated the marking material and by using

small styrofoam plastic balls as packing material around the flechette markers

to absorb the setback force at munition ejection.

Other methods to absorb the induced stresses were:

(1) The use of a thin metal strap wrapped around the middle of the

barrel stave canister held together by a wind tab or by a piano-

type hinge held together by a release pin.

(2) Interlocking the staves and incorporating stiffeners in the staves.

The potential hazard of thin metal straps impacting ground personnel at high

velocity preclude their use. The possibility of the stiffeners affecting
the aerodynamics of the staves and degrading its Magnus lift values negate

the use of the interlocking staves.

Minimum Payload

The results of a study to establish the minimum number of markers per canister

as well as the number of markers required for marking higher percentages of
randomly distributed troops in a 1500-square-foot area are shown in table I.

This table is applicable for munitions ejected at 100 and 500 feet at 165 KIAS

and 500 feet at 550 KIAS.

The size of the flechette markers can be adjusted to increase the number of

markers per canister; however, the practical limit was established at 540.

TABLE I. NUMBER OF MARKERS REQUIRED TO HARK A

GIVEN PERCENTAGE RANDOMLY DISTRIBUTED TROOPS

Number of Markers Fraction Marked

360 0.30

720 0.51

1080 0.66

Troop Safety

A stringent limitation was imposed on the mass and terminal velocity of

markers and munition canister components impacting the ground. Study of

Ballistic Research Laboratories Report No. 1269, Criteria for Incapacitating

Soldiers with Fragments and Flechettes by Kokina&iis and Sperrazza, indicates

that an energy level of 10-foot-pounds per square inch constitute a hazard

to the body as a whole and an even greater hazard to the head and neck area.

10



Accordingly, to reduce the probability of injury of ground personnel by the
marker or munition canister, components design changes were made to reduce
the maximum impact energy per unit area to 8 foot-pounds per square inch.

TFDM Dispenser Study

A "paper study" for a retarded exercise munition for the TFDM dispenser was
conducted during Phase I. Discussion and sketches are presented in appendix IV.

PHASE II DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

l1jnition Design

A design review in conjunction with the value engineering program eliminated
a number of small intricate parts used to interlock the two end plates and
simplified the overall munition design. Static ejection tests and compression
tests revealed that the staves were buckling under the ejection force, re-
sulting with the premature separation of the munition. Design modifications
were made to incorporate a sliding sleeve over the staves as a means to pre-
vent the staves from buckling. The sleeve was bonded to the pusher plate.
The munition configuration used in the first aircraft ejection test is shown
in figures 3 and 4.

The housing for the pyrotechnic secondary release system is bonded to the
pusher plate in the center. To enclose the secondary release system, the
uppermost compressive cylinder has a larger diameter than the other com-
pressive cylinder. The compressive cylinders form a compression column to
direct the downward ejection force through the center of the canister into
the closure plate. A disk is bonded to each of the compressive cylinders
to separate each row of markers. The bottom compressive cylinder is bonded
to the closure plate. The staves are held in position by the pusher plate
and closure plate.

Sequence of Operation

lunition sequence of operation upon ejection from the SUU-13/A dispenser
consists of:

(1) The sleeves prevent the staves from buckling due to the ejection
force and impinging airstream.

(2) The drag plate is deployed as the munition clears the dispenser
and is fully deployed aftez a 0.2-second delay.

(3) Snatch force pulls the pusher plate assembly from the canister to
initiate complete separation of the canister and marker dispersion.

Design Improvement

The aircraft ejection tests to demonstrate design and operational feasibility
of the munition under actual flight conditions resulted with the munitions
functioning at 165 and 250 KIAS but malfunctioning at 350 and 550 KIAS. Com-

ponents such as the base plate, the compression column with its separator

I11
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disk, and the pusher plate with the aluminum sleeve impacted the ground with
potentially hazardous energies. To satisfy the requirements for a nonhazard-
ods munition, the following design changes were incorporated for a second
aircraft ejection test (figure 5):

(i) A rubber closure plate with a light plastic honeycomb stiffener
was incorporated to replace the plastic and aluminum closure plate.

(2) The sliding sleeve over the staves was replaced by a two-piece
nylon shroud interconnected by two tear strips attached to the
pusher plate assembly.

(3) The interconnected compression column and the separator discs
were replaced with thin, plastic cup-shaped marker containers.

(4) The fiberglass drag plate was reinforced to withstand the high
aerodynamic forces -t 550 KIAS.

A sketch of the redesigned munition is shown in figure 5.

The redundant release system was eliminated in the redesigned munition on the
basis of the reliability analysis, appendix V, which indicated greater relia-
bility can be achieved by improving the aerodynamic mode for munition
opening.

The sequence of operation of the munition remains the same except the fabric
shroud, replacing the aluminum shield, can be ripped off by the aerodynamic
force or pulled off by the drag device. Marker dispersal from the marker
cup is accomplished by an extractor disc which pulls the markers out of the
marker cup. A braided nylon line interconnects the extractor plate with
the drag disc which provides the pulling force to extract the flechette
markers.

The second aircraft ejection test of the improved retarded exercise munition
resulted with complete munition opening and separation at 350 and 550 KIAS
aircraft velocities and partial separation at 165 KIAS aircraft velocity.
The markers in the marker cups were not fully dispersed at 350 and 550 KIAS
because of the nylon line interconnecting the drag plate and the marker
extractor plate was snapping due to the aerodynamic force at those velocities
Better marker dispersion resulted at 165 KIAS aircraft velocity from marker
cups separating from the munition and when the interconnecting line did not
snap. Each marker cup produced its own elliptic pattern which resulted
with a ground pattern consisting of clusters of marker impacts.

13
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SECTION V

DEVELOPMENT TEST PROGRAM

The development test program was designed to cover a broad spectrum of test
activities to support engineering, design and development efforts. Tests
during Phase I were conducted to make comparative evaluations of marker con-
figurations and n.rilion-cnce .s as a sulection criterion for the Phase II
development of a marker and munition canister. The test program during
Phase II was performed to support marker and munition canister development,
preliminary tests of the munition system, and aircraft ejection tests of the
munitions system.

PHASE I - EVALUATION TEST

The development test program duiing Phase I was coordinated with the marker
investigation and munition concept and design evaluation tasks. The tests
performed for the marker investigation were primarily drop tests of a
variety of marker configurations such as basic shapes, flechette, vaned
cylinder, maple seed, impregnated foam, encapsulated powder and dry pellets,
from heights of 60 and 120 feet to establish marker dispersion and mark size.
The results of the tests performed from a 120-foot drop tower are shown in
table II. Impact velocity of the markers was not determined because an
unfavorable wind condition blew the markers away from the target area where
high-speed cameras were located.

Feasibility test models of the three munition concepts - parachute retarded,
autorotating vane, and barrel stave - were tested from a 120-foot drop tower.
Two series of tests were performed. The results of the tests are shown in
table III. Munition separation began 30 to 40 feet from ejection and impact
velocity was approximately 45 fps for both thL parachute retarded canister
and staves. The ejection velocity was approximately 120 fDs.

PHASE II - DEVELOPMENT TEST

Phase II tests were performed to resolve functional options and demonstrate
the capability of the Retarded Exercise Munition System to fulfill opera-
tional and safety requirements. The ty[,e and ordcr of tests are listed
below:

(i) Preliminary Tests

Marker - Static and Dynamic
Canister - Static Compression

(2) Munition Ejection Tests

Drop Tower
Ground Level

(3) Aircraft Ejection Tests - Munition Ejection Tests from Aircraft

15
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Marker Tests

Initial marker tests were performed tc compare the free-fall characteristics
of flechette markers and mark size produced by markers using a film plastic

nose cap and those using a wax-dipped nose cap. The three types of markers

tested are shown in figure 6. The markers were dropped from a height of 60
feet in random orientation ontLD a concrete surface below.

FILM PLASTIC NOSE CAP MAPKER

WAX DIPPED NOSE MAPKEP

1I I

WAX DIPPED GOLF TEE MAPKEP

Figure 6. Flechette Markecs Used in the 60-Foot Drop Test

The flechettes with the waxed-dipped nose produced the best mark sizes which
were approximately 1 1/4 to 1 1/2 inches in diameter. The film plastic nose
cap did not burst open on impact. The results of this test indicated that
markers using a frangible nose cap produce larger mark size than those using

a film plastic nose cap. Because of the difficulty in making flechettes with
wax dipped nose, flechettes with gelatin capsules filled with marking material
were drop tested, to evaluate the resulting mark size produced. Mark size

was about 2 to 2 1/2 inches in diameter.

Laboratory tests were performed to establish compatibility between the gela-

tin capsule and the marker dye solution. The filled capsules were examined
at arbitrarily selected time intervals of 48 and 96 hours and 7 days. Degra-

dation of the filled capsule was not discernible after 48 hours. After 96

hours the capsules exposed to the atmosphere exhibited some softening where-

as those in a sealed container remained unchanged. The capsules in the

sealed containers showed initial signs of softening after 7 days and the cap-
sules exposed to the atmosphere were soft and had a jelly-like consistency.
Also, a noticeable amount of dye solution leaked out of the capsule as it

softened.
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After the first 72 hours, some of the capsules used for the compatibility
test were assembled with the flechette body (figure 7) and dropped from a
height of 60 feet onto a concrete surface. The capsules shattered on impact
and consistently produced a mark size approximately 2 by 2 1/2 inches in size
The capsules containing foam plastic and marker dye solution produced a com-
paratively smaller mark size. The impact velocity was estimated to be 56 fps.
Two flechette markers were dropped on a grassy surface and the resulting mark
size was only five-eighths of an inch in diameter for one marker and negli-
gible for the other.

2.00

- .45
.31 DIA .42 DIA

BODY
GE ATIN CAPSULE

FILLED WITH

MAPKE-P DYE

Figure 7. Flechette Marker

The first series of marker impact was performed with flechette markers
using gelatin capsules to establish the relationship between:

(1) Air gun regulator pressure and muzzle velocity.

(2) Impact velocity and mark size on rigid foam plastic blocks,
Celotex boards and appropriate clothing.

(3) Impact velocity and marker indentation into rigid foam plastic
blocks,

(4) Impact velocity and marker Indentation into Celotex boards.

Item (2) above established the impact velocity at which the marker would be-
come hazardous. The data obtained for items (3) and (4) were used for the
aircraft ejection test. The rigid foam plastic blocks and Celotex boards
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were used as targets and velocity indicators, and the test data correlated

with the marker indentation in the target material during the aircraft
ejection tests, established the marker impact velocity. The flechette
markers were shot out of an air gun against a target 25 feet away.

Preliminary tests to check out the test setup revealed that capsules with
foam plastic inserts degraded the mark size. Therefore, capsules with foam

plastic inserts were not used for the remainder of the program.

The test sequence consisted of markers being shot at the following items:

(1) Rigid polystyrene foam plastic blocks.

(2) GI utility jacket draped over the foam plastic block.

(3) Celotex board.

(4) GI utility jacket draped over the Celotex board.

In addition, markers with scored capsules were shot at the GI jacket to

determine if mark size would be increased by putting stress raisers in the

capsules. Markers also were launched vertically into the air to evaluate

terminal effects.

Test results (table IV) revealed that the mark size produced by the markers
was proportional to the hardness of the impacted surface. The markers pene-

trated into the foam plastic blocks leaving a small mark size. Markers im-
pacting the Celotex board produced mark sizes 2 by 3 inches or larger. Mark

size on the field jacket varied from 1/4-to 1/2-inch diameter marks in the

loosely draped areas to 1 1/2- to 2 1/2-ii .h diameter splotches in the

stretched area. (Markers with scored capsules produced larger mark size
than unscored capsules.) The mark size produced by markers launcher ver-

tically to impact at terminal velocity produced 1/8- to 3/8-inch diameter
mark sizes on sandy surfaces and I- to I 1/2-inch diameter mark sizes on

asphalt surfaces.

The second series of tests were performed to establish:

(1) The relationship between impact velocity and flechette marker

indentation into extruded polystyrene foam blocks.

(2) The relationship of impact velocity tv a mark size on a GI
utility jacket draped over a piece of meat.

(3) The relationship of marker dye viscosity to mark size.

The first set of marker tests were made to establish the relationship be-

tween impact velocity and marker penetration into rigid polystyrene foam

blocks.

The second set of marker tests were made to evaluate the mark size produced

by markers impacting a GI utility jacket, draped over a piece of meat, at

various impact velocities and with various marker dye viscosities.
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The test results shown in table V indicate the marker impact velocity in most
cases to be higher than the theoretical terminal velocity of the marker. The
best mark size was produced by markers filled with low viscosity dye. High-
speed movies revealed the low viscosity dye to splatter best and cling to the
impacted jacket. The higher viscosity dye did not splatter and stick to
the jacket, but tended to bounce off the jacket resulting with a smaller
mark size.

Canister Test

A compression test was performed on the barrel stave canister assembly to
establish the critical load at which the staves begin to buckle. An empty
canister assembly was used as the test specimen. The first compression test
indicated that the staves begin to deflect as the load approached 600 pounds.

In the second test, a strip of masking tape one-half of an inch wide was
wrapped around the middle of the canister, The tape was applied to restrict
the deflection of the staves in order to increase the critical load. Initial
indications of stave deflection were recorded at 1250 pounds and stave de-
flection was visibly noticeable at a maximum load of 1500 pounds.

The results indicated the load carrying capacity of the barrel stave canister
can be doubled by incorporating a strap around the middle of the canister.

Drop Tower Test

Munition ejection tests from the 120-foot drop tower were performed to
evaluate:

(1) Munition

(2) Munition structure

(3) Marker trajectory

(4) Marker dispersion

(5) Marker impact velocity

(6) Drag plate and parachute drag devices.

The test results indicated the munition did not function as expected, marker
dispersion was greater than computed, impact velocity was not determined,
and both drag devices worked equally well. The staves peeled off prematurely,
initiating canister separation.

Marker trajectory varied considerably from the computed trajectory. The
disparity of the actual marker trajectory with the computed trajectory was
due to premature separation of the canister, racking of the separator disk
and damage to the marker capsule. Markers with the capsules intact impacted
as far as 247 feet from the tower; markers with broken capsules impacted
40 feet from the base of the tower. The greatest concentration of markers
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was located 78 feet from the tower. Marker dispersion covered a tear-drop
shaped area 207 feet long and 33 feet wide (figure 8). The majority of the
markers impacting 70 to 90 feet from the tower had broken capsules.

In the second test the wind was blowing at an angle towards the drop tower
which blew the markers to one side and slightly behind the drop tower.
Marker dispersion covered a tear-drop shaped area 234 feet long and 34 feet
wide. Two areas of marker concentration were located approximately 50 feet
apart (figure 8).

The rates of descent of the parachute retarded and drag plate retarded
pusher plate were almost equal. The autorotating staves descended at a
slower rate than the parachute or drag plate retarded pusher plate.

Munition Ejection Tests

Munition ejection tests were performed at ground level prior to the aircraft
ejection test to establish:

(1) Effects of the setback force on the marker capsules

(2) Munition ejection velocity

(3) Munition function.

The munitions were fire- at an angle 40 degrees above horizontal. The muni-
tions used in the tests incorporated the latest design changes.

The results of the first series of tests performed prior to the first air-
craft ejection test are shown in table VI. Design changes were incorporated
based on the information acquired from the munition ejection test in pre-
paration for the aircraft ejection test.

A second series of ground level munition ejection tests were performed to
evaluate design modifications incorporated based on the test results obtained
from the first aircraft ejection test. The design modifications were made
primarily to satisfy the nonhazardous requirements and to improve munition
performance.

The objective of the second series of munition ejection tests was to evaluate:

(1) The reinforced drag plate

(2) Rubber closure plate

(3) Fabric shrouds with tear strips used in place of the
aluminum sleeve

(4) Marker cups

(5) Overall munition performance.
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The same test setup was used as in the previous series of munition ejection
tests. The results are shown in table VII.

Upon completion of the munition ejection tests it was decided to incorporate
the following:

(1) The drag disk with the extractor disk as the method to disseminate
the markers

(2) A shear ring in the rubber closure plate

(3) A tight fit between the stave and rubber closure plate

(4) Nylon pins to lock the staves to the closure plate to prevent the
closure plate from peeling off when ejected at high aircraft
velocity.
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SECTION VI

AIRCRAFT EJECTION TESTS

The aircraft ejection tests of the retarded exercise munition were conducted
in accordance to the delivery modes and conditions specified to demonstrate
that munition performance would fulfill operational and safety requirements.
The tests were performed with an F-86 jet aircraft with the retarded exercise
munitions being ejected from a SUU-13/A dispenser.

The overall target size was 150 feet by 600 feet; 2- by 24- by 24-inch rigid
foam plastic blocks were distributed to form a target grid as shown in figure

9. In addition, 4- by 8-foot Celotex boards were placed near the center of
the target area. The release points, marker trajectory, and dispersion were
established by a computer program.

In the first series of aircraft ejection tests, the first and second passes

were made at 165 KTAS at aircraft altitudes of 500 and 100 feet respectively.
The third pass was made at 550 KTAS from an altitude of 500 feet. The air-
craft velocity was reduced to 350 and 250 KIAS after the third pass because
the screw attachment points for the shroud lines were being torn from the

fiberglass drag shield at the higher aircraft velocities. The results of the
aircraft ejection test are summarized in table VIII. A discussion of the

preparation for the aircraft ejection test is presented in appendix VI.

Jn the second series of aircraft ejection tests, the target setup was the same
as the first ser 4 es with the exception that the number of Celotex boards near
the center of the target area was doubled. The results of the aircraft ejection

test is summarized in table IX.
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SECTION VII

VALUE ENGINEERING

The value engineering program was instituted at the beginning of Phase II and
was maintained to the end of the program. Value engineering was performed to
achieve product improvement and reduction of fabrication costs without sacri-
ficing munition performance. The initial result of value engineering was
simplification of the munition design by eliminating a munition interlock
device and a redundant pyrotechnic release system. Value design engineering
evaluations after the first aircraft ejection tests resulted with a metal
sleeve being replaced by a fabric shroud, and vacuum formed plastic parts re-
placing machined plastic parts to produce additional cost savings.

DESIGN EVALUATION

Value engineering of the initial layout drawing and detail drawings resulted
with design simplification of the internal components of the munition. The
original design incorporated a quick-release interlocking device to hold the
munition together after final assembly to simplify handling and loading. The
interlock was released at munition ejection. The design of this device is
based on the ball locking principle. It consists of a thin, long 0.375-inch
outside diameter plastic tube bonded to the pusher plate. The tube extends
through the center of the compression column for the full length of the canister.
A 0.250-inch diameter plunger iod slips through the 0.375-inch diameter tube
and has a 0.750-inch diameter by 0.250-inch-thick piston at the top end under
the pressure chamber. Thie opposite end of the plunger rod bears against the
locking plug in the closure plate. At ejection the gas pressure pushes the
plunger down to eject the plug. The 0.375-inch diameter plug has two dia-
metrically opposite 0.093-inch diameter holes for the locking balls. One half
of the locking balls rests in the tube and the other half bears against a 45-
degree conical surface in the lower closure plate. A small plug with a 45-
degree chamber is lightly press-fitted into the 0.375-inch diameter tube to hold
the balls against the conical surface and interlocks the pusher plate and closure
plate. This plug is pushed out at munition ejection to release the locking
balls and releases the interlock between the pusher plate and closure plate.

Value engineering of the locking device and its operating sequence revealed this
locking device released all constraints immediately upon ejection cartridge
initiation. The interlocking device did not provide a time lapse between
munition ejection and release of the interlock, and did not contribute signi-
ficantly to munition function. A potential problem area was the possibility
of the tube and rod bending sufficiently to prevent munition separation. The
compression column, tube, plunger and rod, and plug required tolerances of
±0.001 inch. Value engineering eliminated the interlocking device and 10 de-
tailed pa~is required for the interlocking device. This yielded a savings of
$98.75 per munition. In addition, the need for the + 0.001 inch tolerance for
the hole through the compression colun and the closure plate was eliminated.
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The munition was designed to incorporate a redundant pyrotechnic release
system; however, a reliability analysis of the munition system indicated
that aerodynamic separation should be the prime design requirement. Efforts
to develop a reliable redundant pyrotechnic release system were discontinued.
This yielded a savings of development time for the pyrotechnic release system
and further simplified the munition design by eliminating the parts for the
redundant release system.

DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS

A value design review was performed after the first flight tests of the re-
tarded exercise munition to establish mandatory design changes and changes to
improve munition function and/or reduce costs. Mandatory changes were those
required to improve munition function and to satisfy the nonhazardocs require-
ments. These changes included reinforcing of the fiberglass drag disk and
replacing the rigid plastic cl'-'ure plate with a rubber closure plate.

Design changes to improve munition function and/or reduce costs included re-
placement of the aluminum sleeve with a fabric shroud and tear strip, modi-
fication of the pusher plate, and replacing the compression column and separator
disks with plastic cups and disks.

Factors considered in replacing the aluminua sleeve with the fabric shroud and
tear strips were machining time, tolerances and potential hazard of sharp edges
cutting ground troops. The aluminum sleeve required machining of the internal
and external diameters and milling four rectangular openings. Injection molding
the sleeve from thermoplastic material was impractical for the small quantity
reouired. The barrel staves canister produced wide variations in outside
diameters of the canisters and resulted with the sleeves having interference
fits on some canisters. Static compression tests of the barrel stave canisters
indicated that the compressive load can be increased from 600 to 1200 pounds
by wrapping 1/2-inch-wide masking tape around the middle of the canister. Addi-
tional tests using a 1-inch strip of nylon parachute material with a fabric
fastraer to hold the ends together produced the same results. The tests sub-
stantiated the practicality of incorporating fabric shrouds held together by
tear strips as a means to restrain the staves. Other advantages of the fabric
shroud and tear strips were as follows: (1) It improved performance by enabling
either the aerodynamic forces or the pull of drag disk to strip the shroud from
the canister (2) The shiroud can be adjusted for the va: .- ations in the outsid
diameter of the barrel stave canister (.) The shroud and tear strip is easy
to fabricate and is inexpensive (4) Th- fabric shroud and tear strip is not
hazardous.

The pusher plate was modified to simplify the design and to provide more depth
to the flanged surface in contact with the staves and to accormnodate the tear
strips. Changes resulting from value engineering was elimination of a boss
1.75 inches in diameter and 0.375 inch high drilled and counter-bored to
accommodate the interlocking device. This change simplified the design and
eliminated three machining operations.

The barrel stave canister used in the first aircraft ejection test incorporated
a compression column in the center to distribute the ejection force between the
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staves and compression column. Stress calculations indicated the ejection
force can be distributed between the cups and the staves. A medium density

polyethylene plastic cup that is 4.375 inches in diameter and has a wall

thickness of 0.050 inch can bear a 1500 p-und compression load. The staves

wrapped with the fabric shroud can bear a 1200-pound compression force. The
three 0.125-inch diameter nylon shear pins retaining the barrel stave canister

requires a 465-pound force to shear the pins. The design was modified to

incorporate the plastic cups to replace the compression column and separator
disks. The cost trade-off was $200.00 for vacuum forming 50 plastic cups

including tooling costs or $498.00 for 30 cor'ression cylinders and separator
disks assemblies. Beneficial spin-offs from The plastic cups were: (I) it

reduced the average loading time per canister from 2.2 hours to 1.0 hours;

(2) the cups permits the use of markers of other configurations.

RESULTS OF VALUE ENGINEERING

The value engineering program resulted with a cost reduction of $114.05 per

munition between the initial layout design and the finalized design. The

reduction of parts and costs are summarized in table X. The cost figures shown

are cost per unit based on the set-up and fabrication of parts for 8 units.

The greatest reduction in costs resulted after value engineering the initial

layout drawing.

The increase in the number of parts after the first flight test was due to

replacement of an aluminum sleeve with the fabric shrouds, tear strips and tear
strip attachment hardware.

Value engineering recommendations after completion of the initial layout drawing

and after the first flight tests were:

(i) Eliminate the interlocking device.

(2) Discontinue efforts to develop a pyrotechnic redundant release system.

(3) Replace the aluminum sleeve to restrain stave buckling with a fabric

shroud and tear strip.

(4) Eliminate boss in the center of the pusher plate.

(5) Replace compression column and separator diLsks with vacuum formed

plastic cups.

Value engineering recommendaioris and mandatory design changes were incorporated

in the munition design for the second aircraft ejection tests. The finalized

design incorporated all of the value engineering recor.mendations.

COST ESTIMATES

Projected costs for quantity production of the munition components were made by

submitting detail drawings of the finalized drawings for cost estimates. PricesI
quoted by the manufacturers of plastic and rubber parts were compiled and tabu-

lated based on thiC lowe'3L bid5 for quantities of 100, 1,00,, and 10,000. (Table ).

Additional cost savings may be realized ii production by designing the shear ring
and ctiffener to be an integral unit, making the shroud and tear strip from .010

inch thick sheet- of plastic and simplifying the pusher plate design.
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TABLE X. REDUCTION OF MUTNITION COST AS A RESULT OF VALUE ENGINEERING

Parts List and Cost Before Value Engineering

Nomenclature f Cost per Unit
1 Barrel Stave Canister Assembly of $ 36.00

2 Staves (8) 127.50

3 Spacer Cylinder 14.90

- Pusher Plate Assembly of 12.00

Pusher Plate 30.35

6 Drag Shield 68.55

7 Drag Shield Disc 19.80

8 Closure Plate Assembly of 13.50

9 Shear Ring 18.10

Ic Closure Plate 28.00
,I Closure Plate Plug 14.85

12 Plug Cover 10.60

13 Locking Plug 14.85
14 Separator Assembly (2) of 8.70
15 Separator Disc (2) 9.95

16 Compression Cylinder (2) 7.70

17 Pyrotechnic Housing Assembly of 8.70

18 Separator Disc 4.95

19 Pyrotechnic Housing 14.95

20 Center Tube Assembly 8.70

21 Tube Center 15.20

22 Center Tube Flange 6.00

23 Plunger Rod Assembly 7.50

24 Plunger Rod 11.50

25 Plunger Piston 6.00

26 Plunger Disc 7.90

$526.75

Parts List and Co-t After Value Engineering

I Barrel Stave Canister Assembly of $ 36.00
2 Staves (8) 127.50

3 Pusher PlaLe Assembly of 12.00

4 Pusher Plate 30.35

5 Drag Shield 68.55
6 Drag Shield Disc 19.F0

7 Closure Platc Assembly 13.50

8 Shear Ring (Aluminum) 18.10

9 Closure Plate 28.00

10 Separator Assembly 17.40

ii Separator Disc 14.90

12 Compress ion Cyl ijn -r 11.55

13 Sleeve 30.35

$428.00
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TABLE X. REDUCTION OF MUNRITION COST AS A RESULT OF VALUE ENGINEERING

(Concluded)

Parts List and Cost After First Flight Test

Nomenclature Cost per Unit

1 Barrel Stave Canister Assembly of $ 22.00
2 Staves (8) 127.50
3 Pusher Plate Assembly of 12.00
4 Pusher Plate 30.35
5 Drag Shield Assy 68.55
6 Drag Shield Disc 19.80
7 Reinforcing Ring 21.50

8 Closure Plate 28.00

9 Shear Ring (Plastic) 18.10
10 Stiffener 11.50
11 Marker Container (4) 16.00
12 Container Cover (4) 19.80

13 Fabric Shroud (2) 8.00
14 Tear Strip (2) 7.00
15 Tear Strip Attachment Plate (2) 2.00

___$412.70

FLECHETTE MARKER

Value-design evaluation of the flechette marker body was made to establish the
most economical method for fabrication of quantities required for the develop-
ment and test program. Cost comparisons were made between injection molding
a plastic body and heat shrinking precut lengths of heat shrinkable plastic

tubing to the desired configuration. The results of the study indicated that
for a quantity of 10,000 flechettes, it is more economical to use heat shrinkable
plastic tubing because of the difference in the tooling costs. The amount of
heat shrinkable plastic tubing to fabricate 10,000 flechette bodies is approxi-
mately 1250 feet. The cost estimates are shown in tables XII and XIII.

During the development of the flechette marker, the cost of various quantities

of gelatin capsules was determined to establish a basis for cost comparison of
capsules made from plastic materials. A survey of manufacturers of plastic
capsules, vials, ampules and specialty containers revealed that plastic cap-
sules of this size and shape of the gelatin capsules are not readily available.
However, plastic capsules can be molded to the desired size and shape but most
plastic materials are not capable of retaining aqueous fluids for a five year
period. Sample quantities of epoxy based capsules were fabricated in the
process laboratory. However, sufficient data has not been generated to project
cost estimates for the manufacture of epoxy capsules.
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TABLE XII. MATERIAL COST OF HEAT-SHRINKABLE PLASTIC TUBING

Length (Feet) Cost Per 100 Feet Cost Per Unit

100 $36.30 0.0303

1,000 $22.45 0.0187

10,000 $18.90 0.01575

100,000 $14.65 0.0122

Tooling $150.00

TABLE XIII. INJECTION MOLDING COST FOR FLECHETTE MARKER BODY

Material Quantity Cost per Piece

Nylon 6 10,000 0.0148

40,000 0.0134

400,000 0.0115

4,000,000 0.0086

ABS 10,000 0.0103

40,000 0.0094

400,000 0.0081

4,000,000 0.0073

Tooling $5,910.00

Setup $ 18.00
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SECTION VIII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOKMENDATIONS

The following conclusions are based on the program results:

(I) The munition can be product engineered for mass production to realize
a lower unit cost.

(2) The munition canister can be a reuseable or a throw-away type.

(3) The inherent design features of the munition provide sufficient
versatility and flexibility to utilize a variety of marking sub-

munition configurations.

Based on the program findings, the following recommendations are made:

(1) Refine interlock between the staves and closure plate.

(2) Improve the method to separate the markers.

(3) Conduct additional surveys and experiments to process engineer a
frangible marker capsule to withstand high aerodynamic forces and

still shatter on impact.

(4) Perform, aircraft ejection tests to evaluate the compatibility of
the Retarded Exercise Nunition System with markers of other
configurations.

£
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APPENDIX I

MARKER INVESTIGATION AND DEVELOPMENT

The purpose of the marker investigation and development program was to develop

an effective marking system which is economical to produce and satisfies the

specified marking and nonhazardous requirements.

IA RKER INVESTIGATION

A marker investigation was performed to:

(1) Optimize the marker material formulation and hue

(2) Evaluate a variety of marker configurations and to select the most

promising configuration for development.

Marker Material

A number of suitable pigments and dyes were investigated to develop a dye or

pigment system to satisfy the marking fluid requirements. These include FD

and C dyes and flourescent and/or phosphorescent pigments. These materials,

do not, possess the capability of nighttime detection without the use of

ancillary equipment to excite visible light. Fluorescent materials require

external stimulation to emit visible light while phosphorescent materials

require exposure to radiant energy not more than several hours prior to use

because of the rapid decay of the resultant emission.

Of the numerous materials, the most promising is the daylight fluorescent

pigment. This type of pigment is suitable for use in systems based on aqueous,

aliphatic, and most aromatic hydrocarbons. Whereas normal pigments selectively

reflect a portion of the white light while absorbing and dissipating the re-

mainder as heat, daylight fluorescent pigments transform much of the absorbed

radiation into emitted light of the same hue as that of the reflected light.

Thus, the reflected color is enhatced by the emitted color, producing extremely

vivid colors in normal daylight cotdi ions. The pigments are available in a

variety of hues, but the two which appear to be most applicable as a marking

agent are the fire orange and saturn yellow with dominant wave lengths of

approximately 610 and 567 millimicrons, respectively. Results of toxicity

testing indicate that the pigments are harmless, orally or by inhalation. The

same study indicated the materials to be harmless percutaneously and non-

irritating to the ocular tissues.

The hue of the marker material was optimized by performing human engineering

studies to determine the optimum resolution of hues against white, beige and

olive-green backgrounds. The wavelength most effective in stimulating the retina

is approximately 550 millimicrons, and only the portion of the visible spectrum

ranging from 545 to 610 millimicrons was evaluated. Spots of five colors in

this portion of the spectrum ' ire cemented to panels of the background colors --

white, beige, and olive green. Most of the tests were conducted using the olive

green (OG) since ground troops participating in the wargames for which the mu-

niLion is intended will probably be wearing the fatigue uniform. The beige

panels used closely m,tch the "suntan" uniform.
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Observers were asked to rate the visibility of the color spots against thc
varying backgrounds under natural lighting conditions of full sunlight and
full shade, and artificial lighting ranging from approximately 50 foot-candles
down to 4 foot-candles.

Inspection of both curves in figure I-I indicates that the best resolution occurs
at 567 millimicrons. However, in the full sun any hue in the range of 560 to
590 millimicrons is satisfactory. When viewed in full shade, fire orange at

610 mm is as easily resolved as saturn yellow at 567 mm.

The graph shown in figure 1-2 shows the resolution of the same portion of the
visible spectrum against the same OG background. Under each of the lighting

conditions tested, preference was shown for the 567-mm wavelength, and at the
4-foot-candle level selection of the wavelength was unanimous.

The following is a tabulation of the preferred colors and wavelengths in milli-
microns against the three backgrounds tested u,,der all lighting conditions.

Artificial Light

Level Foot-Candles White Background Beige Olive Green

48 Fire Orange Any color tested Yellow

610 567-610 567

20 Yellow

567

4 Fire Orange Yellow Yellow

610 567 567

Natural Lighting

Full Sun Yellow 567

Full Shade Yellow 567 or
Fire Orange

Ittwas concluded that regardless of the vehicle selected, the pigment must be
permanently suspended or emulsified in a mixture having a viscosity of 60,000
centipoise or less.

Several water _lluble resins were evaluated as thickening compounds. The use

of one of these resin will result in a permanently stable emulsion or sus-

pension whose viscosity is only slightly affected by temperature. The vis-
cosity of the resulting system can be varied over a wide range, while flow
characteristics are excellent after a shear stress exceeds a characteristic

minimum value. The resins can be used to thicken a variety of solvents and

sol\ent mixture systems.
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The data generated in the marker test program precluded the use of a dry
marking agent and a liquid system was formulated. N,'arker material investi-
gations, toxicity studies, and the human engineering study narrowed down the
candidate cormpone.nts to those whi:h were included in the final mixture. A
sample was submitted for toxicological and dermatological testing.

The mixture is co-mposed of the following percentages of ingredients of weight:

(i) Vehicle 88.0 percent

1, 2 - Propanediol (propylene Glycol)

(2) Pigment 10.0 percent

Saturn Yellow A-17 first choice
ARC Yellow A-16 second choice
Blaze Orange A-15 third choice

Each of the pigments is a "Day-Glo" pigment available from Switzer
Brothers, Inc.

(3) Wetting Agent 1.0 percent

Rohm & Haas Co. Triton X-100

The wetting agent improves the dispersion of the pigment in the
vehicle and assists in the subsequent removal of the marks from
the skin and fabrics.

(4) Thickening Agent 0.5 percent

Carbopol 934

Carbopol 934 is available from B.F. Goodrich Chemical Company. Its
use results in the permanent suspension of the pigment in the ve-
hicle without significant effect on the shear and flow of the mixture.

(5) Neutralizer 0.5 percent

T rie thyliamine

A weak amine base is required to neutralize the slight acidity of the carbopol
resin to ensure maximum storage stability, The pH adjustment, need not be
exact since stable mixtures are possible over the range of pH from 5.5 to 11.0.

Components mUsL be added in a certain order, to assure homogeneity and repro-
ducibility of the mixture. Formulations are prepared in the following way:

Mixture A (Solid Components)

Pigment 10.0 grams
Carbopol 934 0.5 gram
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Prepare mixLire of the dry ingredients; then screen to break up large
agglomerates.

Mixture B (Liquid Components)

Propylene Glycol 88.0 grams
Triton X-100 1.0 gram

Combine Lie two miscible liquids and heat to 650 Centigrade. Sprinkle the dry
mixLute A into the vortex of the agitated liquid mixture B. After the addition
is completed, reposition tha mixer to achieve agitation, without vortexing,
until a thin, lump-free dispersion is attained. Add 0.5 gram of the amine
neutralizer with continued stirring.

Prolonged centrifuging of the su-nension formed in accordance with the above
procedure resultr in no evidcau., oF sedinentaion of the pigment. A sample
prepared to observe sedimentation on lzngterm storage showed no indication of
sedir-entation at tha end of the program.

The formulation of the marker material was finalized before the marker con-
figuration was selected and before the method nor encapsulating the marker
material had been established, The flechette-type marker utilized gelatin
capsules as an interim method to encapsulate toe mnrker ,ac-erial until a more
suitable technique and material was established. The 6elattn capsules had a
tendency to soften 3 to 4 days after the capsules were filled.

Investigation of this phenomenon disclosed that the Pro 'lene Gl ,col used in
the marking material caused the gelaLin capsule to soften. One reco!-ne..dation
to correct this problem was to revise the market 'naterial formulation ucilizing
Dowanol 112-2 as a substitute for Propylene Glycol and to treat the gelatin
capsules for 48 hours at 50'C in a closed container in the v~pors ro:, a 37
percent Formalin solution. The c;;:ie thus treated m be filled ;rith the
marker material and sealed with Coliodion or a band of hot gelatin to close
the joint around the waist of the capsule to avoid leakage.

or Configuration

Evaluation of marker configurations were made after engineering ai alysis,
fabricaLion and testing were perrormied on wet and dry marker configuraticns.
The wet typcs include basic shapes, which could be flocked for liquid re-
tention, encapsulated ,orous materials, modified flechettes, vaned cylinders
and maple seed carriers. The dry carriers include open-celled foams impreg-
nated with dry pigments, encapsulated powders, and pelletized powder pigments.

Drop testing of representative samplings of each marker confieiration was con-
ducted fro:m, a 120-foot drop tower to determine the dispersion, mark size and
visibility. The results of the tests indicated that the dry _rkers iad guod
dispersion, but poor arking ability. The wet markers showed good and bad
dispersion as well as good and bad m:arking ailitLv, dependiog upon tile marker
configuration. Three ol the better markers were the modifie flechette con-
figuration, vaned cylinder and maple seed type. A description of each marker
configuration and the respecLive test results follow.
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Basic shapes consisting of cubes, cylinders, and rectangular prisms with nspect
ratios ranging from I/l to 5/1 and were made from wood or opea-culled foam
materials . Basic shapes were tested in the drop tower program, even though
preliminary tests indicated that a more sophisticated shape would be required.

The saturated foam shapes showed very good marking capability but a nearly
vertical trajectory. The saturated wooden shapes (figuce 1-3) showed a more
desirable flight path but impacted at a low velocity and displayed poor marking
capability.

Encapsulated carriers consisted of small heat-sealable plastic bags, each con-
taining either a cotton ball or a 1- by 1- by 0.25-inch piece of open-cell foam
(figure 1-3). The thin plastic bag was not intended to rupture on impact but

was perforated to permit escape of the marking material on impact. The objec-

tive was to retain sufficient marking material even if the bag ruptured on

munition function to mark impacted personnel. The drop tests indicated good
dispersion and satLifactory marking capability with either type (cotton or

foam) of encapsulated marker.

The modified flechettes (figure 1-3) were approximately 1.5 inches in length
by 0.25 inch in diameter. The absorbant material used was cotton, and the
shank of the flechette was thin-walled plastic tubing. The fins were formed

by crimping the plastic tubing. Drop tests showed satisfactory disi orsion
coupled with excellent marking ability.

The vaned cylinders fabricated for the drop tests are shown in figure 1-3.

The body of the marker was made from thin-walled plastic tubing and the absor-

bent material was cotton. The markers showed poor dispersion and fair marking

potential.

The maple seed configuration (figure 1-3) showed good dispersion and satis-
factory marking.

Carrier containing or consisting of a dry pigment offers the following ad-
vantages over a saturated marker: (1) it is considerably more affected by
wind resulting in a more desirable flight path; (2) preclude the necessity
of a freezing point depressant req:,red in a liquid mixture; (3) facilitate
formulation of the marking material cince it would be a one or at most, a
two-component system tcompared to a .mi1,iLum of abor-t five components for the
wet system. Several specimens were prepared by filling commercially available

gelatin capsules with loosely-packed pigments. While these marker- exhibited
an excellent trajectory, flipping and tumbling while failing, the impact
velocity, from a height of 60 feet was not sufficient to fracture the capsules.

Capsules with 1/16-inch diameter holes in each end were tested with the ex-

pectation that sufficient material would be discharged on impact to mark a
human target. However, the capsule emptied its content in the drop yielding
a virtually intact plume of pigment from the platform, at 60 feet, to the ground.

The use of a porous material impregnated with dry pigment did not have much

merit since the marks produced were only slightl larger than the impacting

surface of the marker. In t' 3 case, the volume of tie SUU-13/A canister would
be limited to approximately 100 one-cubic-inch markers, a number too small to

mark the required 30 percent of random troops in a 1500-square-foot area.
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The use of pelletized pigment waq investigated. However, the least densely
consulidatel pellets were too durable -o impact teliably when dropped from 120
feet. The ability of pellets of this type to withstand the dynamic ejection
force is doubtful.

The marker configurations were evaluated by establishing a list of selection
criteria to compare the merits of each marker relative to all the marker types
investigated, The ratings of criteria were performed subjectively with the
exception of dispersion and mark visibility, whose ratings were a result of
test data analysis. The comparison of the marker configurations evaluated is
shown in the table on the next page.

Ratings were assigned values for each attribute with 10 being the best perform-
ance and 0 the poorest. The composite rating is a summation and the normalized - ,

is a quotient of each composite rating divided by the highest composite rating.

All of the markers tested will satisfy the troop safeLy requirements based on
the kinetic energy generated by their mass and their predicted terminal velocity.
Analysis of predicted impact velocities and unit impact energies of the marker
configurations indicated that all of the markers investigated has unit impact
energies of less than 8 foot-pounds per square inch.

The flechette configuration was recommended for further development during
Phase II based on the inyestigation performed on the marker configurations.

MARKER DEVELOPMENT

To develop a low-cost method to produce the flechette-type marker, investi-
gations were made in the fabrication of injection molded flechettes, making
flechette bodies similar to golf tees, vacuum forming flechettes, using wax
molds, and heat shrinkable plastic tubing. Studies of fabrication techniques
and associated tooling -osts for quantities required for this program indicated
the best option wab the use of thin plastic tubing. This tubing could be
configured to the desired flechette body shape with the marking material
encapsulated in a frangible capsule. The tubing was configured to the desired
shape by using heat shrinkable plastic tubing which was placed on a mandrel
and heatshrunk to shape. A deviation was made in the flechette configuration
in which a cone-shape tail section was incorporated instead of a finned tail
section. A check of the flechette stability using a cone instead of fins
indicated that the cone would function equally as well.

The flechette marker (figure 1-4) incorporates heat-shrinkable plastic to form
the flechette body. The nose is formed from 80 pores per lineal inch (ppi)
polyurethane foam which is inserted into the flechette body. A film plastic
cap is placed over the foam plastic nose and heat-sealed to the flechetLe body.
The marker dye solution is injected into the nose from the rear of the flechette
and sealed by a plastic plug. An alternate method for encapsulating marker dye
solution in the foam plastic nose was dip forming and sealing a paraffin cap to
the body.
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-F k-.HF1TE BODY P 7 r-FILM PLA5TIC CAP

FOAM PLASTICI
SATUPATED WITH

SOLUTION

.31 DIA .25 DIA

-, '-- 1.75 ;•

HEAT SEAL

Figure 1-4. Flechette Type Marker I

Another approach in forming the marker nose section was to use a capsule made -

with high temperature wax to encapsulate the foam marker saturated with the
dye. On the basis of the results obtained by wax dipping the nose of the

flechette markers, it was concluded that a carefully controlled forming pro-
cess would be required to produce a smooth configured nose section for the

marker.

In the drop tests, flechettes using frangible and film plastic nose caps w.ere

dropped from a height of 60 feet upon a concrete surface. A comparison of the

impact mark size produced by the two types of nose caps clearly established
the superior marking quality of the frangible nose cap over the flexible film
plastic nose cap. Based on the test results, the flechette markers were

designed to incorporate a frangible nose to encapsulate the marker dye. The

following design objectives were established to define clearly the require-
ments for the frangible nose cap:

(1) T'iu tiusc -cip mi t -e capable of withstanding the impinging aero-

dynamic force at 550 knots.

(2) It must shatter on impact.

(3) It must be economical, easy to fabricate or readily available.

The primary goal was to secure a nose cap which could be utilized immediately
to prove design feasibility, followed by a search for a su--able material.

The gelatin capsule was selected as an interim nose cap since it was readily

available, very economical and exhibited some of the desired physical charac-

teristics. In addition, demonstration of the design feasibility of the cap-

sule approach would greatly expedite develoument, of the fleThette marker. From

a material standpoint, similar capsules could be made from nitrocellulose or

epoxy resin.
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u~ r It ill I I L Chettc t,!arker conifigur-itLion incorporating the gelatLin caps uIe

is shown in tigure 1-5. The foa-, plastic filler inserted into the gelatin
capsules with the marking maerial was U iLinated. Tests of the flechete s
i:iarkers using gelatin capsules with and . ithout the foam plastic filler demon-
strated that superior mark size was produced by capsules without the foam

plastic filler.

Thc flechette marker shown at the top in figure 1-6 incorporate only a half
siell of the capsule to eliminate the double wall thickness in the area where
tile two half-shells overlap. A configuration for an injection molded marker

is shown at the bottom of figure 1-6.

Vendor and material survey performed to find a suitable replacement for the
gelatin capsule revealed that frangible plastic capsules similar to the gelatin
capsule are not readily available.

M anufacturers of gelatin capsules indicated that development work has been
done to manufacture plastic capsules. However, they are not manufacturing

plastic capsules at present and would not consider manufacturing plattic

capsules until there is a demanO for extremely large amounts.

A program to .levelop a process for fabricating pilot quantities of capsules
from epoxy base material was initiated. Tests with the epoxy shell indicated
these capsules to have the desirable quality of being rigid enough to maintain
its structure but brittle enough to shatter on impact. Sufficient data was not
accumiulated at the end of this program to project any cost estimates for the
manufacturer of epoxy capsules.
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,31 DIA .38 DIA

BODY
GELATIN CAPSULE

FILLED WITH
MARKER DYE

Figure 1-5. Flechette Marker

.2B DIA- PLUG .3b DIA

TWO PIECE CONFIGUPATION

t I
.31 DIA ,38 01,. A.

k__PLUG

MOLDED CONFIGURATION

Figure 1-6. Proposed Flecr -re Marker Configurations
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APPENDIX Ii

MUNITION CONCEPT INVESTIGATION, SELECTION ANALYSIS,

AND AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS

MUNITION CONCEPT INVESTIGAION

A variety of munition concepts were investigated during Phase I to evaluate

the feasibility of each concept relative to aircraft and troop safety, de-
sign and development costs, anc munition performance. The three candidate
concepts selected for a comparison of their relative merits were: Concept A,
a parachute retarded munition; Concept B, an autorotating vane concept; and
Concept C, a barrel stave concept. A brief description of each concept and
their respective functional diagrams are presented in the following pages.

Near the conclusion of Phase I, munition design concepts were developed in
sufficient detail to conduct feasibility tests of the three con :epts from the
120 foot tower. The tests demonstrated concept feasibility of all three con-
cepte with Concepts A and C performing better than Concept B.

The munition concept analysis and investigation established Concept C, the
barrel stave concept, as the most promising of the three. Fina selection
of Concept C was based on rating each concept relative to the ,.:her in its
ability to meet aircraft and personnel safety, design and development, and
munition operation criteria.

Concept A

Design

The parachute retarded munition concept (figure 11-1) consists basically of
an outer case, a marker container, a bore rider release device, parachute,
and a parachute cover plate. The outer case is formed from lightweight plas-
tic tube capable of withstanding the aerodynamic and ejection forces. The
marker container is formed by two end platcs separated by three rods equally
spaced or by a single tube in the center. A seal between the base of the
inner container and the outer shell forms a leakproof assembly until ejection.
The parachute cover plate houses the parachute and protects it from the ejec-
tion blast. A mechanical or a pyrotechnic bore rider release device is
inco )rated in the design to provide a redundant system in the release and
dissemination of the markers. The ejection force is transmitted through the
outer case to the base of the marker ccntainer to shear the munition free

from the SUU-13/A canister and to break the seal.

Operation

Upon ejection the parachute is deployed after the munition clears the dis-
penser (figure 11-2). The snatch force of the parachute triggers a latch
which extends the marker container and the inertial and gravitational forces
disseminate the markers from the container. The markers, being lightweighL,
%.ill strike the target area with low impact energy. The remaining hardware
descends to the ground retarded by the parachute to a nonhazardous velocity.
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.-OTRCS

( I<-OUERARER

CONTAINER

Figure II-1. Parachute Retarded Munition, Concept A

EJECTION DEPLOY RTARD_ ACTUATE RELEASE AND
PARACHUTE MUNITIONj RELEASE DISSEM1NATE

!E CHRAN IS Z MRKER

DESCENT OF EMPTY CON7TAINER

PRIMARY RELEASE SYSTEM,1

-SECONDARY RELEASE SYSTEM

[~TON DEPLOY PARACHUTEI ACTUATE RELEASE AND
PARACHUTE MALFUNCT IONS RELEASE DISSE'MINATE

Figure 11-2. Sequence of Operation of Concept A
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Ir -h). vctL thc: paA Iclutc fails tu open and r.rigger the device to extend
thc markcr conta inci-, tci bo'C ril'tr cleCase Mechanism aut-omatically extends -

the llarker container. Tie .rodynamic and gravitatiotnal forces acting on the

containcr disseminate tht markers to empty the marker container before it
strikes the ground. However, this only assures that an empty container im-
pacts the ground that may or may not be partially retarded. To avoid this

condition, consideration was given to include a mild barster charge to des-
troy the container while it is still airborne.

Concept B

Des ign

The autorotating vane concept, (figure 11-3) incorporates drag vanes attached

to both end plates. The vanes form the outer structure of the munition ss-
tem ard are held in the closed position by a wind tab or end caps. The marker
units are contained within the drag vanes by a frangible case which is designed
to tear apart as the ;anes begin to open or when it is subjected to aero-
dynamic forces. A fiberglass inverted hat-shape plate is placed on the top

of the container to function as a pusher plate at ejection and to protect
the hinge area. The drag vanes are made from injection molded po]>arbonate

plastic and are spring-loaded to initiate rearward vane rotation,

The hinge on each vane is offset from the centerline to incorporate a slight

pitch to the vane. Each vane rotates about its hinge base 120 degrees before

stopping against an elastic snubber. When the vane returns to its normal
position at 120 degrees, it induces a spin to the end plate and autorotates
down at a low, velocity. The marker units are dispersed the instant the

frangible case is torn apart. The dynarric forces created by the tumbling

action of the container should impart a force en the markers to disperse the
markers.

Operation

When the munition is ejected (figure 11-4) from the dispenser, the air stri:k-

inc the munition blows the end caps (or wind tab) off and flips the vanes on
the upper plate backwards, causing it to autorotate and decelerate. The lower

plate with the vanes continues in its trajectory until aerodynamic forces
fnip it over to initiate autorotation and deceleration. The frangiule bag

is torn apart by the impinging air and disperses the markers. The auturo-

tating vanes descends slowly.

In the event the caps or wind tab fail to release the vanes, a secondary bore
ride release device initiates a mild propellant charge to automatically re-
lease and extend the autorotating vanes to decelerate its downward descent.

Concept C

Design

The barrel stave concept (figure 11-5) employs the barrel stave principle in
which the container is formed by 8 or 16 prefor-med sice scctions or staves

and lightweight end plates hold the staves in place.
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Figure 11-3. Autorotating Vane, Concept B

EJET DEPLOY LOCKANG RELEASE AUTO- RUPTURE FRA1NGIBLE
END CAF ROTATING VAINES CASE FILLED WITH

NMARKERS

INITIATF BORE AUTORC TATING DISS EMINATE
RIDER RELEASE VANES ChlDES TO MARKERS

DEVICE EARTH

INITIATE A
MILD EXPULSION

CHARGE

Figurc 11-4. Sequence of Operation of Concept 13
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Figure 11-5. Barrel Stave, Concept C

Four ro,'s of markers are packaged directly into the container and are sepa-
rated by separator disks or prepackaged in frangible bag and packed into the
container. A fiberglass inverted hat-shaped pusher plate is placed on the
top of the container to act as a pusher plate a. the munition is ejected.
This plate is connected to the upper end plate by a nylon cord and functions
as a drag device.

Operation

After ejection from the dispenser (figure 11-6), the pusher plate separates
from the outer container due to the difference in the ballistic characteris-
tics of the two bodies and the nylon cord feeds out until it is fully extended.

The resulting snatch force pulls the top plate off of the container and the
staves fly off simultaneously dispersing the markers. The lightweight staves
rotate and descend slowly. The drag device retards the cap while the lower
cover free falls down.

F~asibility Tests

Concept feasibility models were ejected from a 120-foot drop tower to demon-
strate feasibility and aerodynamic predictions of these concepts. Munition
opening and marker dispersion began approximately 30 to 40 feet from the
point of ejection. The parachute retardation was effective after 30 feet of
travel, the staves of the barrel stave container began autorotation after
40 feet of travel and munition opening occurred. The upper drag vanes of the

autorotating concept began autorotating a.'ter 40 feet of travel and munition
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EJECTION DEPLOY DRAG SNATCH FORCE REMOVES
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" ' ARKERS . TO EARTH 9

Figure 1I-6. Sequence of Operation of Concept C

opening occurred. The lower drag vanes traveled an additional 50 feet before

beginning to autorotate. The average impact velocity of the parachute re-

carded conzainer and barrel stave container was approximately 45 fps; the

ejection velocity was 120 fps.

To simulate munitions filled with markers, each model was filled with more
than 150 markers representing spheres, maple seed type markers and flechette
markers. The markers were dipped and thoroughly saturated in a sample for-

mulation of the marker dye solution and loaded into the teat models prior to
ejection. Films of the tests only recorded overall performance of the muni-
tion. Marker dispersion was not readily discernable in the films. The %et
markers did not disperse readily but tended to cling together ofter being

released from the container.

SELECTION ANALYSIS

The following technical discussion describes in detail the methodology
analyses and data derived and used in support of a concept choice, also
included is a list of the selection criteria.

Based on the analytical and subjective analyses performed, the Barrel Stave

Concept (designated Concept C) was selecced as the munition concept to be

developed during Phase II.
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Selection Criteria N erhodology

The technique used for evaluating and selecting the best concept was to establish

a list of criteria and include considerations for safety, design, development

and manufacturing costs, and munition performance as the basis for comparing the
merits of each weapon.

The selection criteria list (table I-1) was divided into three groups. Group

A, Safety, lists criteria pertaining to aircraft safety and ground personnel

safety. Group B, Design and Development, lists criteria pertaining to the

mechanical design of the munition, development time relative to cost. Group C,

operational, lists criteria pertaining to munition function, reliability,

maintainability and dissemination of markers.

TABLE l-1. CONCEPT SELECTION CRITERIA

Group Weighting Factor

A, Safety

1. Aircraft 1.0

2. Personnel 1.0

B. Design and Development

1. interchangeability .3

2. Flexibility .6

3. Complexity .8

4. Munition Cost .9

5. Development Cost .6

C. Operational

1. Reliability 1.0

2. Maintainability .5

3. Realism (area coverage) .8

The selection criteria were examined subjectively for order of importance. A

weighting factor was assigned to each wi-h 1.0 as the highest value, decreasing
to 0.].

In the analysis, each concept was rated relative to the other in its ability to
meet the criteria.
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In rating the concepts the following procedure was used:

(1) A nonacceptable/acceptable cutoff point was determined which meets

or exceeds the specifications, standards or design concepts. Cn a

continuum scale from 0 to 10, a cutoff point rated as barely accept-

able is represented by a score of 3.0. A score of 6.0 was considered

as the mean and rated as good.

(2) The concepts were arranged on a scale from "best" to "poo and

are acceptable if represented by a score of 10.0 to 3.0

(3) Five raters were engaged to perform separate and independent analysis

of the criteria. Each rater was given a clear unequivocal conception
of the criteria on which he was to evaluate the concepts and all

raters were given copies of the concept, drawing specifications, and

other explanatory material, as well as viewing motion pictufes of the

tests.

The rating submitted by each rater was compiled and the mean rating was obtained.
This mean rating was weighted by multiplying the corresponding weighting factor

(table 11-2) to give a composite rating f(R). The total of these composite

ratings for each concept 6hows the working of each.

Analysis

The following paragraphs discuss the selection criteria and their factors, and

the analysis thereof.

Aircraft Safety

Aircraft Safety in any concept considers those features which assure the
ejected munition and any associated components clear the aircraft. The muni-

tion maintains its structural integrity from ejection until deployment of the

retardation device.

In this evaluation Concept A was rated highest because the cylindrical outer

container can easily withstand the large ejection force and airloads at high
release velocities. Another factor is the effect of hydrostatic pressures

under high G forces at ejection, particularly in the case where the markers
are immersed in the marker dye solution. The cylindrical container can easily

withstand the hoop stress resulting from the hydrostatic pressure. Concept B

adu Concept C require a strap around the periphery of the container to rastrain
the vanes or staves from bulging outward under the hydrostatic pressure. The

vanes or staves may also require a stiffening member to withstand the columnar

loading at ejection. The three concepts were rated 8.7 for Concept A, 8.0 for

Concept B, and 7.7 for Concept C.

Personnel Safety

The features given consideration in the evaluation of personnel safety were the

energy level at impact, the type of impact and canister component impact atti-

tude that personnel can withstand without bruising. An assumption was made

that the markers were completely disseminated prior to impact. The energy level
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TABLE 11-2. SELECTION CRITERIA RATINGS

f _ _ _ _.______

Weight- -Concepts

ing A B C
___Factor R f(R) R fR) R f(R)

1. Aircraft Safety 1.0 8.7 8.7 8.0 8.0 7.7 7.7

2. Personnel Safety 1.0 7.3 7.3 7.7 7.7 8.3 8.3

3. Interchangeability .3 6.3 1.9 6.3 1.9 6.3 1.9

4. Flexibility .6 6.7 4.0 8.2 4.9 8.3 5.0

5. Complexity .8 7.0 5.6 8.0 6.4 9.3 7.4

6. Munition Cost .9 5.5 5.0 7.5 6.8 8.8 7.9

7. Development Cost .6 8.0 4.8 6.7 4.0 7.0 4.2

8. Reliability 1.0 8.0 8.0 8.5 8.5 8.3 8.3

9. Maintainability .5 9.8 4,9 9.0 4.5 9.2 4.6

10. Realism .8 7.8 6.2 9.7 7.8 9.7 7.8

Total R 75.1 79.6 83.9

Total f(R) Composite 56.4 60.5 63.7

at impact would be a function of the aerodynamic characteristic of the retarda-
tion device. The pArachute concept would approach a near vertical descent with
its empty ccntainer attached to it. The autorotating van should also approach
a near vertical descent; however, the possibility of the rotating vanes slash-
ing personnel at impact would be a factor to consider. The barrel staves would
rotate and descend in a spiraling glide path and should impact at a low impact
velocity. Any change in attitude of the stave may cause the stave to impact on
one end which would increase the unit impact energy considerably.

Concept C was rated highest (8.3) followed by Concept B rated 7.7 and Concept
A rated 7.3.

Consider,'ri,,n was not given to the markers because the markers used would be
the same in each concept.
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Des ign

Interchangeability

Interchangeability considers the capability to readily adapt the munition
designed for use with the SUU-13/A dispenser with the TFDMI dispenser. This
takes into account the basic munition configuration and the relative ease in
which it can be used in both dispensers.

All concepts were given an equal rating since the basic munition configuration
required for each dispenser is not compatible. Secondly, it was noted in

- reviewing information available on the TFDM dispenser that the Air Force is in
the process of, or has already, developed an adapter for the TFDM dispenser to
utilize munitions designed for the SUU-13/A dispensers.

Flexibility

Flexibility gives consideration to the inherent design qualities that enable
changes to be incorporated without requiring drastic or costly redesign or
changes affecting the basic ni'riition concept. This can be an important factor
if changes are required to enhance performance of the munition or to correct
design weaknesses which may become apparent during development testing.

In this evaluation Concept C was given the highest rating followed closely by
Concept B and then by Concept A. The simplicity of Concept C makes it relatively
easy to incorporate changes without affecting other components. In Concept B,
the need for hinging of the blades and associated hardware increases the corn-
plexity of the design. Thus, in incorporating any changes, greater effort may
be required to limit the effect of the change on other components. Concept A
was considered to be the most complex of the three concepts. Thus any changes
to be incorporated may affect several components.

Complexity
-

Complexity was evaluated in terms of the total number of parts required, the
difficulty to fabricate the parts, the number of subassemblies, and ease of
assembling the munition.

Concept C was given the highest composite rating, 7.4 since it consists basi-
cally of two end plates, the staves and the drag shield with its interconnecting
cord. The staves are identical in size and shape. All parts are made from
plastic except in certain areas where metal parts may be required. Concept C
is easy to assemble.

Concept B was rated 6.4. The need for the hinges for the autorotating vanes
makes the only difference in complexity. Concept Z co,,sibts of a closure
plate, pusher plate, hinge plates and the blades. The blades are identical in

size and shape. The only parts to be mace from metal are the hinges and the

shear ring. Plastic parts may be substituted for thes- -f feasibility tests
had indicated that metal parts are not needed. Hingi,,, the blades to the linge
plates forms two subassemblies. Test models of this conceot indicated t' no
difficulty would be encountered n assembling this concept.
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Concept A is the most complicated of the three concepts. It requires numerous

parts and these parts are not interchangeable. Many metal parts are required

to withstand the loads induced by the parachute opening snatch forces. The
parts are relatively complex to machine. The release mechanism, marker con-

tainer, and the outer container form three subassemblies of the munition.

N:unitit , Cost

In evaluating the relative costs of the three concepts consideration was g'ven

to tooling, material and labor cosrs, detail complexity, equipment requirements,
and production support effort in terms of quantity production.

Concept C ..?as rated as the most economical tc' produce in large quantities It

is simple in design, utilizcs relatively low-cost piastic parts, and too.'.,

costs would be limited primarily for molding dies used to form the plastic parts.

Assembly equipment and production support effort should be low compared to

Concepts A and B.

Concept B is similar to Concept C with the exception of the added complexity of

the blade hinges and end plates. The -unition cost of concept B should be

slightly higher than Concept C.

Concept A is considered to be the most expensive of the three concepts, based
*on the complexity, tooling, material and labor costs.

Development Cost

Development cost includes costs incurred in all phases of work in the develop-

r nt of the munition up to and through aircraft drop testing and final design
submittal. The cost would be related to time required for detail design,

fabrication for testing, rework, and fabrication of quantities for aircraft

drop testing.

A comparison was made of the design detail of each concept, estimates of the
fabrication time required, and possible rework time of munition quantities for
aircraft drop testing. The results indicate that Concept A would have the
lowest development cost folleLd by Concept C and Concept B respectively. The
biggest cost factor is the tooling required to fabricate the plastic parts for

Cncepts B and C, which for small quantities, places the two concepts at a

price disadvantage.

Opera t ion

Reliability

The relative design reliability o the three concepts was evaluated as a
critical criterion in the selection of a specific concept for detail design

and development. The reliability evaluation was directed toward the determi-

nation of the relative degree to which each concept could be made fail safe.

In all cases personnel safety was given uppermost consideration.
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The features given consideration were the sequence rr operation required to

release the markers after munition ejection from the dispenser, and -Zedundanc-

incorporated into the design to provide a secondary means for marker release.
Of prime importance was the nonhazardots condition of the munition when the

redundant release system is actuated.

Concept A relies upon the parachute snatch force to activate a release mecha-

nism to discharge the pay'ioqd. In the event the parachute fails to open, a
bore rider release mchanism provides a secondary means to disciharge the pay-

load. However, the ground troops will still be vulnerable to the partially

opened parachute and the empty container. To eliminate this hazard the use of

pyrotechnics to dis ntegrate the container was considered.

Concept B depends upon a wind cab or locking end caps to relea3e the auto-

rotating vanes. A pyrotechnic bore rider release device initiates a mild

expulsion charge after a slight delay to release tne autorotating vanes, as

secondary means to release the payload. Once the vanes are activated they

will slowly descend and eliminate the problem of an empty container as in

-Concept A.

Concept C utilized a drag place or a small drag device to release the end

plates holding the staves together which in turn release the scaves. The

end plates and staves rotate and glide earthward. As in Concept B, the

secondary release device utilizes a bore rider pyrotechnic system to blow

the end plates off to free the stpves.

Concept B and C were given almost equal rirings, 8.5 and 8.3 respectively,

Kwhile Concept A was rated 8.0.

Maintainabil ity

Maintainability is a feature necessary to ensure that the munition is available

for immediate use under field environment.

In this evaluation all concepts were almost equally rated on the basis that the

munition upon final assembly would be loaded into a SUU-13/A canister and pinned
in place. Thus the maunitiJon becomes a sealed unit and should be available for

use at any time.

- Realism

Realism is a feature to be judged from the viewpoint of troop reaction to the

effectiveness of the exercise munition.

In this evaluation consideration was givn to the capability of the munition

to saturate the target area with markers, assuming marker dispersion would be

the same in each case; in other words, the number of marker impacts per unit

area for a given area coverage.

Concepts B and C were given the highest rating due to their greater marker carry-

ing capacity. The parachute required for Concept A reduces its payload consider-

ably in comparison with the other concepts, resulting with a low rating.
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AERODYNAMIC ANALYSiS

The performance of the Retarded Exercise Munitions System is dependent upon the
aerod'namic forces on the munition components and markers from aircraft delivery
to ground impact. The sequence of operation of the munition involves the
following:

(1) Safe separation fro:m, aircraft

(2) Munition dynamics which includes munition ballistics after ejection
until munition opening and terminal effects of the munition parts.

(3) 'Marker trajectory and impact velocity.

Aerodynamic analysis to study safe separation from aircraft and munition

dynamics were performed during Phase I on candidate munition concepts based
on munition weights of 6 and 3 pounds. The marker trajectory and impact

velocity analyses were performed during Phase II prior to the aircraft ejection
test. The safe separation from aircraft analysis was repeated for a munition
weight of 3.75 pounds prior to the aircraft ejection test. The aerodynamic
analysis performed during Phase I is presented in the following paragraphs.

Safe Separation

The safe separation of the ejected cylindrical munition from a SLIU-13/A type
dispenser mounted on a high performance aircraft was examined. The study was
primarily concerned with the effects of varying munition weight due to dif-

ferent types of packaged markers, and a range of ejection velocities due to
marker weight differences as well as various ejection cartridges which can be
used with the SUU-13/A type dispenser. Only the high aircraft release speed

(550 knots) at sea level conditions was examined as the most critical separa-
tion case encountered during the ejection phase.

Figures 11-7 and 11-8 compare the separation distance between aircraft and
ejected cylindrical munition for two extreme munition attitude conditions,
nontumbling cylinder and a cylinder trimmed at a maximum lift-to-drag iatio.

Examination or the two candidate cases reveal the following:

(1) At a selected time after ejection and a fixed munition weight and
ej erion velocity, distance is less for the cylindrical munition

trimmed at maximum L/D; however, these distance differentials

between candidate cases are small.

(2) At a selected time after ejection for a fixed munition attitude and
ejection velocity, the heavier cylindrical munition will experience

the larger separation distances from the aircraft. Once again, this
difference in separation distance is small for 2-pound munition

weight differences.

(3) At a selected time after ejection, for the fixed munition attitude

and weight, the separation distance is larger for the larger ejection
velocities. This separation distance is significant.
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Based upon itemll (i) through (3), it can be concluded that a munition weighing
6 or 8 pounds ejected from the SUU-13/A type dispenser will safely separate
fro:u the aircraft for ejection velocities as low as 70 fps, regardless of .
munition attitude during the ejection cycle.

Figure 11-9 pertains to the safe separation characteristics of a cylindrical
unition with a 2.6-foot dia;,,eter parachute attached to the munition and

deploying immediately after the munition clears the dispenser can. Items (2)
ani (3) in the pasL paragraphs also apply for the parachute configuration. In
aldition, it should be observed at a selected tiae after ejection, larger aft
separation distance (AX) occurs for the parachute system as compared to the

casc which did not employ an aerodynamic decelerator. However, the vertical

sc:?aration distances in the case of the parachute are less when compared to its
candidate system. Thus, in the case of the parachute munition system, the
cylindrical munition will safely separate from the aircraft for all weights
examined and ejection velocities equal to and above 94 fps. Below 94 fps,
for six- and eight-pound munitions, safe separation appears marginal, but this
is ro:nedied by delaying the parachute opening by 0.10 second after the muni-
Lion clears the dispenser.

r 'nit ion Dynamics

Tihe munition dyna;uiics pertain to the munition ballistics within the parameter
after ejection from the dispenser until munition opening, as well as terminal"-

r
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I°
effects of the munition parts after dispensing the markers. The former effect
was eiscussed.previously. The latter effect will be discussed in this section
and will primarily deal with the paracfute retarded concept and barrel stave
concept.

Parachute Munition

The parachute munition concept affords low impact energy levels. But if chute
failure should occur, munition case impact energies will exceed non-hazardous
levels.

Figure II-i0 represents the impact energy versus opening altitude of the empty
munition case for beth the high and low aircraft velocity releases.

The munition ballistic parameters at the time of submunition dissemination are
listed in table 11-3.

Table 11-3 data was obtained from a 3-degree-of-freedom trajectory program
using the ejection test data for the 8 pound munition ejected from a SUU-13/A
type canister (standard cartridge). Figure 11-10 indicates that the munition
should not be opened at altitudes less than 100 feet above the terrain for the
high-speed release and low-speed case for impact epergy levels equal to or less
than 15.0 foot-pounds (reference 1). The 100-foot level release will allow for
a safe separation distance between aircraft and munition, sufficient altitude
for the munition case to have a safe impact energy level, and dispersed altitude
for tne submunition markers. The above conclusion is based upon opening the

0
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Figure 11-10. Altitude Versus Impact Energy for a Parachute Munition System
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TABLE 11-3. PARACHUTE M4NITION BALLISTIC PARA1MTERS

AT SUBMUNITION DISSEMINATION

Opening Slight Pull Type Empty Canister
Time Altitude Angie Velocity Aircraft Weight
(Sec) (feet) (degrees) (fps) Release (pounds)

0.30 487 -10.2 180 High Speed 2

0.30 470 -31.0 98.2 Low Speed 2

parachute 0.1 second after the munition leaves the aircraft dispenser. To
operate the system at opening altitudes less than 100 feet above the terrain
and still maintain a safe impact energy relationship (equal to or less than
15.0 foot-pounds), a larger size parachute must be used to decelerate the
empty munition canister even more rapidly than the present case. An increase
in the parachute size has its inherent problems in that the package volume
increases, and loads on the munition at chute opening increase rapidly with
an increase in canopy diameter requiring a heavier structure to withstand the
increased stresses.

Stave Munition

At opening, the stave munition splits into two distinct configurations which
consist of two plastic cylindrica' disks 4.62 inches in diameter, attached by
a common cord, and 16 fl-At plates of aspect ratio 10 and a weight of 0.065 pound.
The disks, because of their low ballistic coefficient, will not present a
hazard to ground personnel. The staves, however, require analysis to ensure
that a hazard to ground personnel is not encountered.

After munition opening, there are two extreme flight modes. In one mode, the
stave achieves an angular velocity about its longitudinal axis of synrmetry and
induces a Magnus lift. If the Magnus lift vector opposes gravity, the flight
path velocity decreases. Figure I-i (which came from reference 2) presents

angular rate versus time and drag coefficient versus velocity along the flight
path for a flat plate of aspect ratio 1.1. Hence, impact energies as low as

4.95 foot-pounds are not unreasonable. The stave munition concept has a
larger aspect ratio than 1.1, and reference 2 indicates flight path velocity
was reduced for an increase in aspect ratio for the same weight. The impact
energy level should be abo,t the same as previously listed if the flat plate
autorotaLes, is stabilized in the proper plane, and has sufficient time to

attain large enough 1agnus lift values.

In the other extreme flight mode, the stave achieves minimum drag (the flow
velocity parallel to the stave longitudinal axis of symmetry). Table 11-4
presents the aeroballistiP data at munition opening which was inserted in a

3-degree-of-freedom program.
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~TABLE 11-4. AEROBALLISTIC DATA AT MUNITION OPENING

~~FOR THE STAVE MUNITION CONCEPT "

•Opening f light Path Type Stave

•Time Altitude Angle Velocity Aircraft Weight

S(sec) (feet) (degrees) (fps) Release (pounds)

.20 474 -8.88 768.3 High Speed .065

.20 470 -27.7 264.7 Low Speed .065

Figure i-12 presents the terminal results of the stave in the minimum drag

orientation for various opening altitudes as a function of impact energy. The
safe opening altitude for the high and low speed release for the stave concept
is 160 feet. This munition opening altitude will not violate the minitum
energy requirements of 15.0 foot-pounds, It can be concluded that the stave

concept will prove feasible as a potential means of disseminating the submuni-

tion markers without jeopardizing ground troop personnel in the immediate area.
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The effects of using a munition which is lighter in weight than 8 pounds would :

Lend to relax the minimum opening altitudes due to the decrease in ballistic
coefficient, causing the munition to decelerate faster over shorter distances.

It would be borne out that the best orientation th}e stave can assume for mini-

mum impact energy is that of an autorotating flat plate; however, it is recog- :
nized that it will not always achieve this flight mode. If the autorotating
flight rmode is not achieved by the stave, than the other flight mode will also
satisfy the minimum requirements, provided the stave is given sufficient time i

to deplete its velocity to a value which allows the minimum energy requirements!
t.c be satisfied.I

Drag Plate Retardation - '

The effectiveness of the fiberglass drag plate as a retardation device was in-
vestigated. The data used in the computer program was based on the plastic

pusher plate being retarded by the fiberglass drag plate interconnected by a -

shroud line. The objective was to establish the terminal velocity and de-

celeration rate of the pusher plate assembly, with and without the drag device.
The deceleration and velocity curves are sh~own in figures 11-13, II-14i, and

11-15. Thu velocity is the resultant velocity of the downward ejection velocity

and aircraft velocity. The posher plate with the drag device has a terminal

velocity of 40 fps and the impact energy is 14.9 foot-pounds, resulting with a ;
unit impact energy of 8.43 foot-pouiWO per square inch, using the flat surfaee

of tlic rim of the pusher plate as the~ impacting area.
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APPENDIX III

STRESS ANALYSIS

To assure safe separation of the munition during ejection, the munition struc-
ture must withstand the induced stresses resulting from the ejection, hydro-

static and aerodynamic forces. Stress analysis of the munition structure was
coordinated with the design effort to ensure munition structural integrity.
The analysis was performed on a thin-walled cylindrical container and a barrel
stave container.

AERODYNAMIC FORCE

The aerodynamic forces acting on the munition is expected to be greatest at

exit from the SUU-13/A dispenser upon ejection at an aircraft velocity of 550
knots. The force was computed to be 310 pounds. Assuming the force is acting
at the center of the outer case, a bending moment of 473 inch-pounds is created.
The munition is considered to be a simple beam with the force acting at the
center. The graph (figure Ill-I) shows the wall thickiess required for yield
stresses of plastic materials ranging from 2000 to 8000 psi.

EJECTION FORCE

The wall thickness required to withstand compressive stresses induced by the
downward ejection force on a thin-wall plastic cylinder was computed. The
downward ejection pressure was estimated to be approximately 260 psi which
creates a downward force of 4370 pounds. The wall thickness required for
stress values varying from 2,000 to 8,000 psi at 2000 psi increments were
computed and plotted (figure 111-2).

A comparison of the results shows that a greater wall thickness is required to

withstand the downward ejection force. Column loading under the downward
ejection force was not taken into consideration for the thin-wall cylinder since
the unsupported length is less than eight times the least transverse diLension.

The critical stress for an eight-stave canister was computed to be 148.0 psi
using Euler's formula for a column with both ends rounded.

2E

S 2
c (L/r)2

where

= critical stressC

L/r = slenderness ratio of column

E = modulus of elasticity
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HYDROSTATIC FORCE

The induced stresses resulting from the hydrostatic pressure was determined by

computing the pressure resulting from the g force at ejection. The hydrostatic

pressure of the canister without the separator disk is 113.5 psi and is reduced

to 17.9 psi with the separator disk.

The bending stress induced on the canister staves without the separators is

292,000 psi. For a canister with the separator the bending stress is 25,000 1

psi. For a cylindrical container the hoop stress is 307 psi. The high bending

stress produced by the hydrostatic pressure indicates that filling the barrel

stave canister with fluid in a frangible bag is not practical.
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APPENDIX IV

TACTICAL FIGHTER DISPENSER MUNITION

A "paper study" for a retarded exercise munition system for the tactical

fighter dispenser (TFD) was performed after sufficient technical data was

accumulated to establish design feasibility of retarded munitions concepts

for Lhe SUU-13/A dispenser.

Current available information qnd data of the TFD series including the TFDM,
ATLM, and WAAPM were reviewed. The design, operation, and dispensing charac- -

teristics for those munitions presently developed for use with these dispensers -

were also investigated.

The initial studies were directed towards interchangeability of munitions be-

tween the TFD series and SUU-13/A dispensers. It was concluded that the muni-

tions for each of the dispensers are not readily interchangeable. It was noted

during the review of the TFD series that the Government is currently investi-

gating a version of the TFD which incorporates an adapter for the TFD to

utilize munitions designed for the SUU-13/A dispenser. The balance of the

effort expended on the "paper" study was concentrated on generating various

design concepts for use with the TFD and WAAPM dispenser. Discussion and
sketches of various munitions concepts are presented in the following pages.

TFD NIUNITION

The retarded exercise munitions designed for the TFD have the same overall

dimensions as the TFDM manifolds (figures IV-l and IV-2). This permits the

exercise munitions to be loaded into the TFD bay with no modification to the

existing hardware.

Four munition concepts for the TFD's are presented. These concepts are 1
basically similar to the concepts evaluated for the SUU-13/A dispensers. The

overall dimensions of these concepts are 3 by 3 by 14.25 inches and their .

weight varies from 4 to 6 pounds. Depending upon the concepts, the payload

capacity varies from 900 to 1300 flechette-type markers.

The parachute retarded concept (figure IV-3) consists of a square, oblong

marker container open on one end with the parachute attached to the closed -

end. The containet is filled with the markers and sealed by a plastic front I -

plate which is lightly pressed and bonded in place. The parachute and shrouds

are packed into a thin plastic cover which fits over a shoulder at the closed

end of the container. The weight of this munition is estimated to be 6 pounds - I
fully loaded and 1 1/2 pounds empty. J.

in operation, the impinging air on the munition blows the parachute cover plate

off and deploys the parachute. The opening snatch force of the parachute in-

duces a retardation g force on the payload of sufficient magnitude to force

the front plate off and disperse the markers. The impact energy of the empty -

container retarded by the parachute is approximately 15 foot-pounds. The

payload capacity of this munition by comparison will be considerably lower

than the other retarded munitions for the TFD.
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Figure IV-3. TFD .Munition Parachute Retarded Concept :

An autorotating vane concept (figure IV-4) is composed of the autorotating

vanes attached to the rear cover plate, front plate, and frangible bag filled
with the markers. The vanes in the closed position form the outer structure.
The front plate is positioned by locating grooves at the Lips of the vanes.
The vanes and front plate are held together by a band wrapped around the out-
side of the container and locked together by a wind tab.

The sequence of operation after ejection begins with thu wind tab being blowni
off by the impinging air. This releases the metal band and the vanes rotate
around to the rear. The frangible bag is ruptured by the airstream and releases
the markers. The hinges of the vanes are offset slightly to cause the vanes to
autorotate, Aerodynamic analysis of a munition with auterotating vanes indi-
cates that its rate of descent is slightly faster than a parachute retarded
munition of the same weight, with the same canopy or vane diameter.

The rotating vanes and staves concept (figure IV-5) is composed of a drag

sleeve assembly and a marker container assembly. The drag sleeve consists of
a thin plastic sleeve which slides easily over the marker container. Four

Svanes are hinged at the aft end of the sleeve. The hinges are offset slightly

~to produce a slight pitch in the vanes when they, are opened. The air striking
~the vanes in the open position wilt make it autorotate downwards. The marker

container is formed with four flat plastic plates held together by caps which

fit over the ends of the plastic plates. A square oblong frangible bag with the

marker is packaged into the marker container assembly prior to final assembly.
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When this munition is ejected from the dispenser, the spring-loaded vanes
begin to open. The air striking the vane rotates the vanes back, creating
a drag force which pulls the drag sleeve to the rear of the marker container,
The drag sleeve, impacting the rear cap of the marker container, pulls the
cap off and releases the four plastic plates. The aerodynamic force causes
the plates to fly apart, simultaneously rupturing the frangible bag to release
the markers. The four plates and end caps become Magnus lift autorotating
bodies and glide to earth while the drag sleeve with its vanes autorotates
earthwards.

The stave concept (figures IV-6 and IV-7) is similar to the barrel stave con-
cept recommended for the SUU-13/A dispenser. The components are the four
staves (flat sideplates), end cap, forward cap with an integral secondary
release system, a band, and a wind tab. When this munition is assembled, the
four side plates are placed in the end cap and held together to form a marker
container. A frangible bag filled with markers is packaged into the marker
container. The forward plate is placed at the front and the entire assembly
is held together by a band at the front of the container. The ends of the
bands are held together by the wind tab.

The opening sequence of this munition begins as soon as the munition is ejected
from the dispenser. The air impacting the wind tab at high velocity flips the
tab off releasing the band around the staves. The staves blow apart as the
[)nd is released, and simultaneously the frangible bag breaks open and disperses
the markers. In the event the wind tab fails to release the band, the secondary

TA8 ).

ECO'4VARY
R LL LASz f~

-B AND

RETARDAT-ON

~OM4PON'E 7, T-

Figure IV-6. Operating Sequence of TFD Munition Stave Concept
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release system actuates a mild expulsion charge which forces the end caps off

and initiates dissemination of the markers.

WAAPM DISPENSER MUNITION

It was noted in reviewing the availab]e information of the WAAPM dispensers
that the overall dimensions of the munitions for the WAAPM dispenser approxi-
mate the cverail dimensions of the SUU-13/A canister. The basic munitions
concepts discussed for the SUU-13/A dispenser may be applied to the WAAPM
dispenser, namely, the parachute retarded concept, the autorotating vane con-
cept, and the barrel stave concept. Other interesting munitions concepts
conceived for use with the WAAPM dispenser are discussed in the following F
paragraphs. The overall dimensions of these concepts are 4.64 by 5.92 by 11.77
inches and the weights vary from 6 to 8 pounds. The payload varies from 800 to
1100 flechette markers.

The Magnus lift concept (figure IV-8) consists of two cover plates, the con-
tainer structure assembly, a band and a wind tab. The cover plates are made
from 1/2-inch rigid polyurethane foam plastic and are identical in size and
shape. The container structure assembly consists of two plastic end plates
and a plastic interconnecting plate. The markers are packed on both sides of
the interconnecting plate and enclosed by the cover. The bank is wrapped
around the whole assembly and the wind tab forms the interconnecting link to
hold the ends of the bands together.

WIND "TAB

COVER

PLT N~TERCONNECT)MGO PLATE

END PLATc

COVER

Figure IV-8. WAAPM Munition Magnus Lift Concept
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When the munition is ejected from the dispenser, the air impinging on the
wind tab flips the wind tab off and releases the band. As the band flies off,

Ithe covers are blown off and the markers are jettisoned. The configuration of
the container structure assembly forms a Magnus lift body which retates and
glides earthwards.

The consumable case munition concept (figure IV-9) consists of a marker con-
tainer assembly, a frangible bag filled with markers, and a bonded nitrocellu-
lose filament-wound flame consumable outer case. The marker container assembly
is composed of two half sheets and end plates f')rmed from rigid polyurethane
foam plastic. The munition is assembled by slipping the marker container as-
sembly with one end open into the consumable outer case. The markers are
packaged into the marker container and sealed in place by the top plate. The
consumable case is crimped over and held in place by the pusher plate. The
pusher plate has an ignition receptacle to eject the munition and to ignite
the consumable case.

When the munition is ejected, a pyrotechnic train in the pusher plate ignites
the consumable case and burns at a rapid rate until it is completely consumed.
The marker container opens as the consumable case burns away and disperses the
marker.

PUSHER PLAT

CONSUMABLE CASE

EJECTrION

IGN,/TR- PROPELLANT

POLYURETMANE~~DIGIO FOAM .

4 SEPARAT!ON OF COMPONENT5

Figure IV-9. Consumable Case Munition Concept
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APPENDIX V

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

A reliability efiort directed toward the elimination of potential failure modes
which could result in conditions hazardous to ground personnel estimated that
the barrel stave canister concept, utilizing aerodynamic forces alone for marker
dispersal, co,,ld achieve functional reliabilities approximating unity.

Although reliability improvements is significant through the use of redundancy,
aerodynamic separation is considered the prime design detailing requirement;
the redundant mode is secondary. 'This concentration of effort results from a I
study of the relative effects on munition reliability of the primary and
secondary modes of operation: munition reliability will increase at a higher
rate for improvements in the primary mode than for equal increments of second-
ary mode improvements because of the estimated relati.. mode reliabilities. - - -

The possibility of causing injury should be considered concurrent with the
probability of ground-level impact of potentially injurious munitions. The
very high munition reliability anticipated would appear to provide only a I
remote possibility of causing injury.

The redundancy calculations are as follows:

Primary canister separation mode: Aerodynamic; 'R "
a

Secondary canister separation mode: Pyrotechnic; "R
p

It is assumed that the modes are independent.

It is believed reasonable to assume reliability values in the order of R a

0.995 and R z 0.985 from previous experience extrapolated to the currentpA
program.

Redundant separation probability, R (reliability) is calculated from:s,
Rs I (I -R a  (I - R ) -

s a p

For R = 0.985 For R 0.995
p

R R k R
a s .- 8 s9 2

.995 0.999925 0.981 0.999925

0.996 Q.999940 0.986 0.999930
0.997 0.999955 0.987 0.999935
0.998 0.999970 0 0.999940
0.999 0.999985 0.989 0,999945

0.900 0.999950

It can be seen that a change in Ra has more influence on Rs than an equivalent
change in Rp.
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APPENDIX VI

AIRCRAFT EJECTION TEST

INTRODUCT ION

For the markers to mark troops and ground targets, the retarded exercise muni-
tion delivered from an aircraft must disperse the markers over a predicted area
for a given velocity and altitude with the desirable delivery and marking
characteristics. The purpose of the aircraft ejection test was to (i) demon-
strate that the retarded exercise munition would function in accordance to an
operational sequence established as a design objective and the delivery method
(2) munition components, markers, and marking material would be nonhazardous to
ground personnel in the impact area.

PREPARATION

The information acquired during the preliminary tests was utilized to set up a
computer program to determine marker trajectories, dispersions, impact velocities,
and terminal velocity.

The target area and grid (figure VI-l) was established. The overall target
size was 150 feet wide and 600 feet long. Impact angles of the flechette
markers were determined by the trajectory computation. The individual targets
were 2- by 24- by 24-inch rigid foam plastic blocks with and without canvas
covering. The covered targets were used to simulate ground personnel in GI
fatigue clothing and the uncovered targets were used to measure marker pene-
tration which can be correlated to impact velocity. Safe separation of the
downward ejected munition was computed and plotted for an aircraft velocity
of 165 KTAS and 550 KTAS (figure VI-2). The time delay prior to munition
separation and marker dispersion was estimated to be 0.2 second. A munition
weight of 3.75 pounds was used in the calculation. Munition separation was
computed to be 22 feet and 30 feet below the aircraft at velocities of 165
KTAS and 550 KTAS, respectively.

The flechette marker trajectories were computed and plotted for a maximum
downward ejection velocity of 130 fps at aircraft velocities of 165 KTAS and
550 KIAS and at release altitude of 100 and 500 feet. For a velocity of 165
KTAS, the marker impact angle varies from 30 to 40 degrees when ejected from
an altitude of 100 feet and is vertical when the altitude is 500 feet (figure

VI-3). The impact angle varies from 20 to 40 degrees when ejected from an
altitude of 100 feet and a velocity of 550 kIAS (figure VI-4). The impact
angle is vertical when the altitude is 500 feet.

Half patterns of marker dispersion established by the computer program are
shown in figures VI-5 through VI-8 with their respective release altitude,
aircraft velocity, impact velocity and area. The marker dispersion changes
from an elliptic pattern along the flight direction at the low release alti-
tude to an elliptic pattern perpendicular to the flight path at the high
release altitude. The area coverage decreases as the altitude is increased.

9
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Figure VI-6. Marker Dispersion (165 KTAS at 500 feet)
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Figure VI-7. Marker Dispersion (550 KTAS at 100 feet)
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Figure VI-8. Marker Dispersion (550 KTAS at 500 feet)

The program established was to eject six munitions. The first two passes at
165 KTAS, the second two passes at 550 KTAS, and the third two passes were
reserved for any contingency which might require a rerun of the previous passes.
At each of the velocities, the first pass was made at 500 feet altitude fol-
lowed by the second pass at 100 feet. Each munition was color coded to repre-
sent the color of the dye used in the markers for that munition. This was done
to determine marker dispersion of each canister ejected, at the various velo-
cities and altitudes, after tae aircraft ejection tests were concluded.
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